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Abstract
The Gibbs lab has maintained starvation-selected Drosophila melanogaster for >130
generations. These starvation-selected flies evolved an obese phenotype with a suite of
physiological differences compared to control-fed flies. Previous studies have shown that longterm starvation-selected Drosophila contain more lipids, have lower metabolic rates and develop
more slowly than controls. This dissertation encompasses 1) Examining the molecular mechanisms
contributing to starvation resistance, 2) Functional validation of the candidate plin1 allele, and 3)
Rapid physiological and genomic evolution in starvation-selected Drosophila.
Starvation-selected Drosophila survive starvation conditions much longer than control-fed
flies. This study took a simple approach to identify possible differences in the nutrient-sensing
pathways linked to candidate loci from Hardy et al. (2018). Specifically, I studied the key proteins
in these pathways including: the lipoproteins PLIN1 and PLIN2, HSL, SIRT1 and dFOXO. My
findings suggest differences in lipid storage during dietary restriction correlate with PLIN1 and
HSL concentrations in the Drosophila fat body.
The plin1 locus was identified as a candidate for starvation resistance in previous studies
(Hardy et al., 2018). Fed-control populations not exposed to starvation conditions had high
frequencies for one of the two plin1 alleles (plin1FC), while starvation-selected populations
evolved the alternate allele (plin1SS) to high frequencies. Functional assays from Chapter 2
document differences in PLIN1 concentrations in the starvation-selected flies compared to fedcontrol flies during starvation conditions. Brief characterization of the plin1SS allele identifies a 5’
UTR donor splice variant with possible impacts on the regulation of this locus. After generating
homozygous lines for both alleles, I observed increased starvation survival time, mass and lipid
content in homozygous plin1SS flies compared to plin1FC flies.
iii

The candidate loci identified from previous studies provide important associations with the
evolved phenotypes for starvation resistance, increased lipid content and decreased metabolism.
However, it is difficult to directly link candidate loci with any of these phenotypes. This study
used a novel time series E&R approach to directly associate the evolution of candidate loci with
the evolution of starvation resistance, increased lipid content and decreased metabolism. I identify
rapid physiological evolution for increased lipid content and starvation resistance in as early as
one generation after selection. I observed that the underlying genomic evolution occurs via
polygenic adaptation characterized by a core set of 169 candidate SNPs under constant selection.
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1. The etiology and evolution of obesity: similarities between starvation resistant Drosophila
and human obesity
1.1 The Various Molecular and Physiological Landscapes That Underly the Complexity of
Obesity.
While fat reserves are usually well regulated to meet energy requirements, human obesity
occurs when adipose fat accumulation has exceeded the maximum adiposity threshold increasing
risks to health. Obesity is a leading risk factor for many diseases including cardiovascular disease,
type-II diabetes and certain cancers. Patients with excess fat storage often exhibit molecular and
physiological consequences that provoke reduced lifespan. The genetic, molecular and
physiological factors in the etiology of obesity are vast and still poorly understood.
Obesity has mostly been attributed to over-indulgent feeding behaviors. Diet-induced obesity
has been observed to manifest in both juvenile and adult stages of life. The obesity pathologies
usually develop from either high-sugar, high-fat and high-sugar/fat obesogenic diets (reviewed in
Tchernof & Després, 2013). The ‘Western’ diet typically composed of both high-sugar and highfat is considered the primary culprit leading to the obesity epidemic. The pathophysiological
consequences incurred by diet-induced obesity include hyperglycemia, insulin resistance, cardiac
dysfunction and reduced longevity diets (reviewed in Tchernof & Després, 2013). However, we
know that not all individuals in an obesogenic environment develop obesity. This suggests there
is an underlying genomic and molecular architecture contributing to increased fat storage.
Many different pathways are involved in lipid storage and catabolism which ultimately impact
the total amount of lipid stores. There could be various platforms for obesity to manifest. One
popular, yet controversial hypothesis is the “Thrifty Gene Hypothesis”. This hypothesis suggests
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that in our ancient past humans faced seasonal nutrient-abundant conditions followed by famine
conditions (Potts, 1996). The prevalence of these nutrient-restricted periods imposed positive
selection on individuals with genotypes that favored more energy storage from nutrient intake
resulting in differential survival rates during famine conditions (Neel, 1962). Thus, individuals
with alleles promoting fat storage contributed this genotype to the next generation. With the advent
of the modern, high-caloric diet these “thrifty” alleles now prove detrimental yielding
overabundant fat stores with various physiological consequences. The genetic basis to obesity has
been poorly understood. Genetic variants have been associated with obesity, but large-scale
Genome-Wide Association (GWA) studies coordinated with functional validation need to be
implemented. The CDC has listed a few loci with variants associated with obesity including
ADIPOQ,

LEP,

LEPR,

MC4R,

Perilipin1

and

PPARG

(https://www.cdc.gov/genomics/resources/diseases/obesity/obesedit.htm). Importantly, most of
these loci are involved with lipid storage regulation or signals promoting food intake.
Various tissues and organ systems can also contribute to obesity phenotypes. The gut is directly
important due to its energy intake functions and interaction with the intestinal microbiome. The
gut takes in macronutrients including proteins, sugars and fats and metabolizes these into
metabolic intermediates for absorption into the blood stream diets (reviewed in Tchernof &
Després, 2013). Complexes of lipoproteins (apolipoproteins) transport sterols and diacylglycerols
from the gut to tissues throughout the body diets (reviewed in Tchernof & Després, 2013). Many
signaling molecules target and control systemic lipid homeostasis in the gut; therefore,
modifications to signaling cascades may result in lipid accumulation in the gut and adipose tissue
leading to obesity.

2

The gut physiology maintains an intricate interaction with the gut microbiome. Many studies
underscore the role of the gut microbiome with nutrient uptake and human diseases including
obesity (Davis, 2017). The gut microbiome can be influenced by several dietary components. For
instance, complex polysaccharides are difficult for the human gut to digest, but gut microbes
provide metabolism of these into short chain fatty acids (Gérard, 2016; Turnbaugh et al., 2006).
Many of these metabolic intermediates are used as energy for the colonic epithelial cells or in the
liver for lipogenesis and gluconeogenesis (Gérard, 2016; Turnbaugh et al., 2006). Genetic models
of obesity in mice indicate increases in these metabolic intermediates are associated with increased
lipid storage (Bäckhed et al., 2004). Moreover, dietary changes correlate with changes in the gut
microbiome and overall energy extracted from macronutrients (Lecomte et al., 2015). Microbiota
transplants from non-obese individuals to obese individuals can yield differences in body fat and
energy expenditure (Bruce-Keller et al., 2015; Davis, 2017; Gérard, 2016). Thus, the gut
physiology and microbiome interactions prove important for adiposity regulation.
With the advent of the obesity epidemic, adipose tissue has been labeled public enemy number
1. Obesity is obviously tightly correlated with overwhelming increases in white adipose tissue
(WAT) throughout the body. WAT has historically been considered a simple organ with little
complexity. The overarching perspective was that this simple fat storage organ was a bank for
excessive calorie deposition and energy withdraw during fasting/food deprivation. WAT is a very
complex organ involved in many biological functions. First, the cellular complexity of adipose
tissue can be divided into two types: 1) brown adipose tissue (BAT) involved in nonshivering
thermogenesis, energy balance and body weight maintenance; 2) WAT specialized for energy
storage and energy usage for tissues in high energy demand (Trayhurn, 2013). Moreover there are
several types of adipocyte cells in WAT and BAT with interconnections with the sympathetic
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nervous system (reviewed in Trayhurn, 2013). These connections to the sympathetic system are
the key physiological mediators for lipolysis (reviewed in Trayhurn, 2013). WAT also stores and
releases major protein hormones (adipokines) that are synthesized in the fat cells involved in
appetite and energy balance, insulin signaling, lipid metabolism etc. (reviewed in Trayhurn, 2013).
These adipokines are vast and suggest the adipose tissue is not only involved in endocrine
pathways but also in both autocrine and paracrine mechanisms.
In mammals, the pancreatic hormones insulin and glucagon monitor nutrient levels in the blood
in a very precise manner. Insulin signaling stimulates excessive circulating sugar uptake into
energy reserves (Cohen, 2006; Saltiel & Kahn, 2001), while glucagon regulates energy
mobilization in mammals. Other major nutrient signaling pathways including mammalian target
of rapamycin (mTOR)and adenosine monophosphate-activated protein kinase (AMPK) signaling
pathways are interconnected with insulin signaling and metabolic hormones released from adipose
tissue (reviewed in Trayhurn, 2013). The overarching metabolic regulatory network of these
pathways demonstrates the complexity of energy metabolism at the cellular, tissue and wholebody levels. Differences in any one of these pathways have been linked to human obesity traits.
1.2 Drosophila Prove to be a Model Organism for Understanding the Molecular Mechanisms
of Obesity.
Drosophila melanogaster has proven to be a model system for understanding the evolution and
etiology of obesity (Alfa & Kim, 2016; Hardy et al., 2015, 2018; Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018;
Pandey & Nichols, 2011). Many genes and gene families involved in metabolic disease are
conserved between flies and humans (Reiter, Potocki, Chien, Gribskov, & Bier, 2001). Further,
the tissues, organs, molecular mechanisms and key regulators of stored lipids in flies are analogous
to those observed in human obesity (reviewed in Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018). Most
4

importantly, Drosophila develop obesity from high-caloric diets and incur physiological
consequences under the same mechanisms as humans. Thanks to the well-established genetic
toolkit that Drosophila provides, it is an ideal model to study the genetic, molecular and
physiological mechanisms that lead to obesity.
Similar to humans, high-sugar and high-fat diets yield flies with an obese phenotype. This dietinduced obesity develops very similar pathophysiological consequences including insulin
resistance, hyperglycemia, cardiac dysfunction and reduced longevity (Birse et al., 2010; Na et al.,
2013). These pathophysiologies can develop from either adult flies or larvae fed on high-sugar,
high-fat and high-sugar/high-fat diets (Buescher et al., 2013; Garrido et al., 2015; Havula et al.,
2013; Navrotskaya et al., 2016; Musselman et al., 2011; Pasco and Léopold, 2012; Reis, 2016;
Rovenko et al., 2015a). However, not all flies exposed to an obesogenic diet develop obesity or
the pathophysiologies associated with it. Wild-caught Drosophila exposed to obesogenic diets can
develop varying degrees of diet-induced obesity (Reed et al., 2014, 2010). This suggest there is a
genetic component to fat storage even when exposed to overabundant calorie resources.
The genetic toolkit that Drosophila offers has already shed light onto obesity-candidate loci.
The hormonal control of food intake in flies is similar to humans. Genetic manipulations of the
mammalian Leptin analog, Upd2, cause flies to excessively store fat (Beshel, Dubnau, & Zhong,
2017). Other genetic manipulations of nutrient-sensing pathways cause similar obesity phenotypes
(Li, Yu, & Feng, 2019; Martins et al., 2012; Sajwan et al., 2015). Genetic engineering of key
lipometabolsim regulators has also provided genetic insights into obesity. Manipulations at loci
for the lipoproteins PLIN1 and PLIN2 cause flies to store more fat with larger lipid droplets in the
Drosophila fat body (Beller et al., 2010; Bi et al., 2012; Miura et al., 2002). Aside from genetic
engineering approaches, experimental evolution via starvation selection has resulted in flies that
5

are genetically obese (Hardy et al., 2018). Genome-wide analysis across replicate selection
populations identifies many of the previously mentioned loci as obesity-candidates.
Tissues in Drosophila are analogous to humans in structure and function. The central metabolic
tissue in insects is the fat body. The adult fat body stores most of the body fat during caloric
overload and is the site for lipolysis when energy is needed for survival. Circulating lipids in the
hemolymph are esterified and stored as TAGs and cholesterol esters in the fat body during nutrientrich conditions (reviewed in Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018). Glycolysis and lipogenesis are also
carried out in the fat body from circulating carbohydrates (reviewed in Arrese and Soulages, 2010).
The anatomy of the adult fat body consists of unconnected adipose tissue stores in the abdomen,
head and pericardial region (reviewed in Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018). Fat body cells are
multilocular; they contain lipid droplet populations of differing sizes (Wilfling et al., 2013). These
lipid droplets are the key organelles of intracellular fat storage.
The molecular mechanisms of lipid storage regulation are very conserved between Drosophila
and humans. The regulation of fat reserves in the lipid droplets is often very strictly controlled by
nutrient-sensing pathways and ultimately lipid storage droplet proteins (Lsds; also referred to as
perilipins) and lipases. Nutrient-sensing pathways including the Insulin pathway and hormonemediated lipolysis pathways balance nutrient storage and energy mobilization in the fat body
(Gäde, 2004; Li et al., 2019). The functional analog to mammalian glucagon, adipokinetic
hormone (AKH), monitors hemolymph nutrient levels and lipid stores (Mochanová, Tomčala,
Svobodová, & Kodrík, 2018; Patel, Soulages, Hariharasundaram, & Arrese, 2005). The synthesis
of AKH in the corpora cardiaca and subsequent release into the hemolymph during nutrient-poor
conditions facilitates the start of lipolysis through AKH interaction with AKH-R. This binding
triggers cAMP-dependent Protein Kinase A (PKA) signaling with many different avenues. First,
6

it promotes cAMP-responsive element binding (CREB) transcription factor, which if constantly
targeted for downregulation can alter feeding behavior and lead to obesity (Iijima et al., 2009).
Next, cAMP-dependent Protein Kinase A (PKA) signaling phosphorylates Perilipin 1 (PLIN1, also
referred to as LSD-1). phospho-PLIN1 promotes access to stored TAG by recruiting Hormone
Sensitive Lipase (HSL) to the lipid droplet surface for lipid degradation (Beller et al., 2010; Bi et
al., 2012; Li et al., 2019; Mochanová et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2005). PKA phosphorylation also
inhibits

salt-induced

kinase

3

(SIK3)

(Wang

et

al.,

2011),

causing

downstream

hyperphosphorylation of histone deacetylase 4 (HDAC4). HDAC4 translocates to the nucleus and
deacetylates dFOXO to boost transcriptional activity of its transcriptional target Brummer (bmm)
(Gronke et al., 2005; Wang et al., 2011; Choi et al., 2015). Under low circulating lipid and insulin
levels, dFOXO can also be deacetylated by Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1, Sir2) (Banerjee, Deshpande,
Koppula, Ayyub, & Kolthur-Seetharam, 2017; Martins et al., 2012; Shimokawa & Trindade,
2010). Lipolytic mechanisms favored by dFOXO include: dFOXO transactivation of bmm and
acid lipase genes as a second mechanism for regulating fat stores analogous to mammalian adipose
triglyceride lipase (ATGL) (Tang et al., 2011; Hossain et al., 2013);dFOXO increases transcription
of InR for more insulin sensitivity (P. Kang et al., 2017; Shingleton, Masandika, Thorsen, Zhu, &
Mirth, 2017; Tang et al., 2011); dFOXO additionally stimulates the expression of Ilp6 remotely
favoring lipolysis through inhibition of ILP2/5 functionally blocking the IIS cascade (Li et al.,
2019; Okamoto et al., 2009; Slaidina, Delanoue, Gronke, Partridge, & Léopold, 2009).
In concert, the Insulin/insulin-like growth factor (IGF) Signaling Pathway (IIS) is antagonistic
to the Akh pathway as it is the main hormonal signal for favoring lipogenesis (Delanoue, Slaidina,
& Léopold, 2010; Hossain et al., 2013). The fat body remotely regulates the IIS via adipokine
signals controlling nutrient-dependent release of insulin-like peptides (ILPs) from insulin
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producing cells (IPCs) (Tang et al., 2011). The leptin analog, unpaired 2 (Upd2), remotely
promotes IPCs to synthesize ILP2, ILP3 and ILP5 (Rajan & Perrimon, 2012) which will interact
with the Insulin-like Receptor (InR) initiating the Insulin cascade promoting lipogenesis (Coll,
Farooqi, & O’Rahilly, 2007; Heier & Kühnlein, 2018). Under dietary restriction, the IIS and Akh
pathways mechanistically converge to promote dFOXO-dependent transcription and lipolysis
(reviewed in Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018).
The analogous genetic, molecular and physiological mechanisms between Drosophila and
humans enables researchers to use Drosophila as a laboratory model organism to fight the everincreasing pandemic of obesity.
1.3 Experimental Evolution for Starvation Resistance in Drosophila Yields Physiological
Consequences Representative of Obesity.
Drosophila melanogaster has proved to be a great model for understanding the genetic
predispositions and physiological consequences of obesity. Laboratory studies have made obese
Drosophila through dietary changes, genetic manipulations and experimental evolution (Banerjee
et al., 2017; Bi et al., 2012; Hardy et al., 2015, 2018; Heier & Kühnlein, 2018; Johnson et al., 2010;
Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018). Experimental evolution in the laboratory setting has shed light on
physiological changes associated with the evolution of obese, starvation resistant phenotypes.
Generations of starvation selection in Drosophila melanogaster evolves flies with a suite of
physiological consequences (Chippindale, Chu, & Rose, 1996; Hardy et al., 2015, 2018; Reynolds,
2013). Phenotypes observed include a 3-fold increase in lipid stores, lower metabolic rate, and
other indices of human obesity (reduced fecundity, cardiac dysfunction, altered sleep and reduced
flight performance; Hardy et al., 2015; Masek et al., 2014; Reynolds, 2013). While obesity oftentimes exhibits ectopic accumulation of lipids in non-adipose tissue (e.g. muscle), the starvation8

selected Drosophila instead evolved lipid storage differences specifically within the fat body
(Hardy et al., 2015). The Drosophila fat body is the primary site for TG synthesis, storage and
breakdown and acts similar to the mammalian liver (Li et al., 2019; Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018).
Lipid droplets within the fat body have evolved increased volume of TAG storage. Consequently,
expansion of the fat body interferes with other organ systems (Hardy et al., 2015).
The ability to store excess lipids may afford an ecological advantage in the face of starvation
pressures. Lipid stores in nature can be used as an important resource to survive nutrient-depleted
conditions. However, these adaptations incur physiological costs. Hardy et al. (2015) observed that
fat body expansion physically hinders the anatomical position of the Drosophila heart resulting in
cardiac dysfunction. The starvation-selected Drosophila hearts are dilated with limited contractile
ability; although, contractile impairment can be rescued through fasting. Further, increased lipid
stores incur a tradeoff between survival and fecundity. Starvation-selected Drosophila lay fewer
eggs (Reynolds, 2013) than control counterparts, have fewer ovarioles (Beaghley, 2019) and incur
extended egg-to-puparium development time in the 3rd larval instar (J. Clark, pers. Comm.).
Overall, the evolution of the obese, starvation resistant phenotype causes decreased fitness in the
starvation-selected fly populations compared to un-selected controls.
Dietary restriction in nature is tightly linked with feeding and resting strategies. Metabolic state
regulates both sleep and feeding behavior (Masek et al., 2014). Sleep and foraging strategies have
been coopted across the animal kingdom dependent on evolutionary history and ecological niche
(Allada & Siegel, 2008). These behavioral traits may be under selection as well during starvation
periods. Adult starvation-selected Drosophila have evolved reduced food intake and increased
sleep duration (Masek et al., 2014; Slocumb et al., 2015). The starvation-selected flies seem to
have lost the ability to suppress sleep but can modify feeding behavior in response to fasting.
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Previous findings suggest there is a tradeoff between foraging behavior and starvation resistance.
Genetic manipulations for activity regulating proteins reduce hyperlocomotor responses thus
increasing starvation resistance (Keene et al., 2010). In contrast, genetic modifications for
circadian genes worsens sleep suppression resulting in decreased starvation resistance (Keene et
al., 2010; Mattaliano et al., 2007). Taken together, starvation-selected Drosophila highlight the
evolutionary roles of behavioral and metabolic changes for conferring starvation resistance.
E&R studies using starvation-selected obese flies as a model for human obesity have proved
successful for identifying candidate loci (Hardy et al., 2018). Genome-wide association studies
reveal significant genome-wide changes after 83 generations of starvation selection. Candidate
SNPs identified in this study are associated with loci involved in lipid storage and metabolism
(Hardy et al., 2018), specifically in the Insulin/insulin-like growth factor (IGF) Signaling Pathway
(IIS), AKH-mediated lipolysis and other nutrient-sensing pathways (Hardy et al., 2018). Of note,
the Plin1, Sirt1 and InR loci were identified as candidate genes associated with the obese
phenotype. Un-selected control flies had high frequencies for the major alleles at these loci while
selection replicates evolved the alternate allele to frequencies approaching fixation. The molecular
mechanisms of these candidate loci and their respective products have yet to be assayed.
While this endpoint analysis does provide a genomic basis for the evolution of obesity, it lacks
in providing an evolutionary timeline. This study can be further supported with E&R time series
studies targeting the early evolutionary history for the obese phenotype. Elucidating the
evolutionary timeline of individual phenotypes within the overarching complexity of obesity will
directly associate candidate loci for increased lipid storage, decreased metabolic rate and other
indices of human obesity. Genomic findings can be used to identify orthologous human obesity-
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associated alleles to ultimately translate identifying and educating individuals with varying
predisposition for obesity and metabolic disorder.
1.4 Laboratory Experimental Evolution Affords Researchers the Ability to Observe the
Many Mechanisms of Evolution.
Laboratory Evolve & Resequencing (E&R) studies afford researchers the ability to control for
many aspects that contribute to evolution. Researchers can first control environmental conditions
and selection pressure characteristics (i.e. strength, duration, type, etc.). From here, we can
understand how population dynamics (number of individuals, effective population, sex
differences, etc.) impact responses to selection. Using several experimental and control
populations, we can also observe how genetic drift and gene flow contribute to evolutionary
responses over time. Simply, laboratory experimental evolution provides researchers an
opportunity to understand mechanisms of evolution that were previously too difficult to observe
in nature. With the advancements in DNA sequencing, it is also continually more feasible to assay
genome-wide characteristics of evolution. Experimental evolution by E&R permits associating
phenotypic responses of selection to the underlying changes in genomic architecture. This
approach can utilize a founding population with polymorphic genome where selection acts on the
standing genetic variation.
For all of life history, life has been confronted with selection pressures. In-turn, organisms
must respond to environmental perturbations to survive and contribute to the next generation. How
organisms respond can be observed from generation to generation. Specifically, populations may
evolve through changes in distributions for any given trait in response to selection pressures.
Observing evolution in nature has proven difficult along with the theory that evolution occurs
through small changes over long periods of time. Recent studies suggest populations can evolve
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and rapidly adapt to selection much sooner than previously thought (Agrawal, Hastings, Johnson,
Maron, & Salminen, 2012; Jain & Stephan, 2017; L. Kang, Aggarwal, Rashkovetsky, Korol, &
Michalak, 2016; Mallard, Nolte, Tobler, Kapun, & Schlötterer, 2018). The mechanism of rapid
evolution can occur by means of beneficial de novo mutations rapidly ‘sweeping’ through the
population and/or polygenic adaptation from the available standing genetic variation. While ‘hard
sweeps’ of beneficial de novo mutations in response to a selection pressure are likely in asexual
organisms (Burke, 2012), it is unlikely that rapid evolution to strong, pervasive selection pressures
in sexual organisms would occur this way (Burke, 2012; Hardy et al., 2018; L. Kang et al., 2016).
These strong selection events happen very rapidly allowing very little time for mutations to arise.
Standing genetic variation permits populations the ability to rapidly respond to environmental
insults. When strong environmental changes quickly impose pervasive selection pressures on
populations, alleles that were previously neutral or weakly selected upon can become targets of
strong directional selection (L. Kang et al., 2016).
To identify loci under selection, genome-wide polymorphism data is often used. A popular,
cost-effective method for whole genome sequencing involves pooling DNA of multiple individuals
from a population together (Pool-seq) with high accuracy of allele frequency estimates (Rellstab
et al., 2013; Schlötterer et al., 2014). This E&R study method in combination with GWA provide
optimal strategies for delineating genotype and phenotype correlations. Sampling evolving
populations over generations of selection can elucidate the trajectories of alleles over time in
correlation with evolving phenotypes (Schlötterer, Kofler, Versace, Tobler, & Franssen, 2015;
Garland and Rose, 2009). Importantly, time series studies suggest the evolution of allele
frequencies occurs in phases: phase 1) allele frequencies increase rapidly, phase 2) allele
frequencies plateau and phase 3) alleles experience changes in trajectories (Schlötterer et al., 2015;
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Orozco-terWengel et al., 2012). Further, computer models suggest the underlying genetic
evolution of complex phenotypes occurs in orderly fashion (Frederik Nijhou & McKenna, 2017;
Nijhout & Paulsen, 1997). Rapidly responding alleles change in frequency first with high
correlation to the evolving phenotype. After these alleles reach an adaptive minimum in the
population, their allele frequencies plateau with decreased correlation to the phenotype (Frederik
Nijhou & McKenna, 2017; Nijhout & Paulsen, 1997). This is then followed by sets alleles
changing in frequency with high correlation to the evolving phenotype (Frederik Nijhou &
McKenna, 2017; Nijhout & Paulsen, 1997). This orderly pattern may continue until the phenotype
has plateaued in response to selection. Thus, alleles under selection may experience different rates
of the three proposed phases of rapid evolution. Using time series E&R studies it is possible to
elucidate the evolutionary phases of complex phenotypes and associate them with the underlying
timeline of allele frequency evolution.
Complex phenotypes like starvation-resistance display an array of physiological traits that
evolve at different rates. Understanding the timeline of allelic evolution associated with phenotypic
evolution can yield more informed downstream functional analyses of candidate loci. Candidate
loci that are highly correlated with a given evolving phenotype can be functionally assayed via
genetic engineering techniques. This can directly test the degree to which candidate genes
contribute to the phenotype. Characterization of the genetic architecture of candidate alleles can
then determine/test the molecular mechanisms of a given evolved phenotype. Moreover, these
candidates can be compared to analogous human disease-associated genes to identify possible
alleles in humans.
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1.5 Molecular Analysis of Candidate Alleles and a Novel Time Series E&R Study on
Starvation-Selected Drosophila Shed Light on the Mechanisms of Rapid Evolution of
Starvation Resistance.
The molecular mechanism of starvation-resistance in the starvation-selected Drosophila has
yet to be tested. Chapter 2 explored possible functional differences of candidate loci from Hardy
et al. (2018) through molecular and physiological approaches. Starvation-selected Drosophila and
their respective control populations were assayed for differences in protein concentrations of
candidate loci, metabolic rate and lipid content during starvation bouts. This chapter identified
possible differences with lipolytic proteins and their association with lipid content during
starvation conditions in starvation-selected Drosophila.
Results from Chapter 2 led to the experimental design of chapter 3. From the functional
observations of candidate loci in chapter 2, I identified possible differences in only PLIN1 protein
concentrations. This chapter tested differences in the alleles for plin1 (plin1FC and plin1SS) present
in both the control-fed and starvation-selected populations. Homozygous lines of flies for the two
different alleles were subjected to a starvation assay and physiological determinations (metabolic
rate and lipid content) to determine any physiological differences from the underlying genotypes.
I observed flies homozygous for the plin1SS allele are larger, store more lipids and survive
starvation conditions longer. Characterization of this allele identified possible regulation
differences due to a 5’ UTR donor splice variant. This is important because analogous human
Perilipin1 alleles with similar variants have been associated with human obesity.
The candidate loci identified in Hardy et al. (2018) are fruitful, but it is difficult to directly
associate them with any of the evolved phenotypes in the starvation-selected Drosophila. Chapter
4 used a novel time series E&R approach to map the rapidly evolving genomic architecture to the
14

evolving phenotypes in starvation-selected Drosophila. I identified rapid evolution of starvation
resistance and lipid content occurs as early as one generation after selection. Rapid evolution of
these phenotypes was correlated with sets of alleles changing in frequency during the study, but it
is difficult to resolve. I was able to identify a core set of 169 alleles that were constantly under
selection. Further, I was able to directly associate candidate alleles with increased lipid content
and increased starvation resistance. This work sheds light on the mechanisms of rapid evolution in
nature and can further relate to the evolution of human obesity.
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2. Examining the molecular mechanism contributing to starvation resistance in starvationselected Drosophila
2.1 Introduction
Fluctuations in resource availability occur across ecosystems and evolutionary time
causing populations to respond in a variety of ways for resource management. In the face of
environmental insult, populations can either respond by lowering energy usage, increase energy
storage or both to survive until favorable conditions and resources become available. Starvation
conditions trigger the release of metabolic hormones activating catabolic reactions to produce
energy for biochemical and physiological functions. In mammals, the pancreatic hormones insulin
and glucagon regulate nutrient levels in the blood in a very precise manner. Insulin signaling
stimulates excessive circulating sugar uptake into energy reserves (Saltiel and Kahn 2001; Cohen
2006), while glucagon regulates energy mobilization in mammals.
Analogous signaling pathways are conserved in insects. Insect fat body tissues are well
known to function as intermediary and regulatory metabolism sites. These tissues directly and
remotely respond to changes in environmental resources through several nutrient sensing
pathways. The major nutrient molecules under direct control of the fat body include lipids, glucose
and proteins/amino acids.
The Drosophila fat body (Fig.2.1) acts analogous to the human liver and controls energy
storage and utilization (Li, Yu, & Feng, 2019; Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018). Nutrient-sensing
pathways including the Insulin pathway and hormone-mediated lipolysis pathways are complex,
but well studied in their interactions within the fat body. Together, these pathways balance nutrient
storage and energy mobilization in the fat body (Gäde, 2004; Li et al., 2019). Hemolymph nutrient
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levels and lipid stores are regulated by the adipokinetic hormone (AKH) (Mochanová, Tomčala,
Svobodová, & Kodrík, 2018; Patel, Soulages, Hariharasundaram, & Arrese, 2005). During

Fig. 2.1 Drosophila fat body biology. Drosophila fat body regulation of lipid stores during nutrientrich and nutrient-poor conditions. Under nutrient-rich conditions Unpaired 2 remotely stimulates
Insulin producing cells to release Insulin-like peptides into the hemolymph. ILPs interact with the
Insulin-like Receptor favoring the insulin cascade. Lipogenesis is favored and PLIN1 and PLIN2 protect
lipid droplet integrity. During the onset of nutrient-poor conditions, Sir2 inhibits Upd2 from promoting
ILP production and deacetylates dFOXO. dFOXO increases sensitivity to circulating ILPs through
promoting InR expression. Simultaneously, dFOXO promotes ILP6 expression to stop ILP production
from IPCs. dFOXO further stimulates Brummer-mediated lipolysis. AKH-mediated lipolysis is
stimulated through AKH synthesis and release into the hemolymph. AKH molecules interact with the
AKHR stimulating cAMP-dependent PKA to phosphorylate PLIN1. Phospho-PLIN1 recruits dHSL to
the lipid droplet surface for lipolysis. Adapted from Li et al., 2019.
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nutrient-poor conditions, AKH is synthesized in the corpora cardiaca and released into the
hemolymph. AKH interaction with AKH-R stimulates cAMP-dependent Protein Kinase A (PKA)
to phosphorylate Perilipin 1 (PLIN1, also referred to as LSD-1). phospho-PLIN1 finally recruits
Hormone Sensitive Lipase (HSL) to the lipid droplet surface for lipid degradation (Beller et al.,
2010; Bi et al., 2012; Li et al., 2019; Mochanová et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2005). Degraded products
of triglycerides are used downstream for growth and survival.
In concert, the Insulin/insulin-like growth factor (IGF) Signaling Pathway (IIS) is the main
hormonal signal favoring lipogenesis (Delanoue, Slaidina, & Léopold, 2010; Hossain et al., 2013).
IIS is remotely regulated by fat body signals controlling nutrient-dependent release of insulin-like
peptides (ILPs) from insulin producing cells (IPCs) (Tang, Smith-Caldas, Driscoll, Salhadar, &
Shingleton, 2011). During nutrient-rich conditions, unpaired 2 (Upd2), the leptin homolog,
remotely promotes IPCs to synthesize ILP2, ILP3 and ILP5 (Rajan & Perrimon, 2012). Circulating
ILPs will interact with the Insulin-like Receptor (InR) initiating the Insulin cascade that includes
PI3K, AKT and 2 downstream targets: dFOXO and TOR complex 1 (TORC1) promoting
lipogenesis (Coll, Farooqi, & O’Rahilly, 2007; Heier & Kühnlein, 2018).
Circulating lipid levels are monitored by Sirtuin 1 (SIRT1/Sir2) which regulates Upd2
expression in the fat body (Reis, van Gilst, & Hariharan, 2010). During dietary restriction, low
circulating lipid and insulin levels allow for the de-acetylation of dFOXO by Sir2 (Banerjee,
Deshpande, Koppula, Ayyub, & Kolthur-Seetharam, 2017; Martins et al., 2012; Shimokawa &
Trindade, 2010). dFOXO favors lipolysis through several mechanisms: dFOXO transactivates
Brummer and acid lipase genes for lipolysis (Tang et al., 2011; Hossain et al., 2013); it increases
insulin sensitivity by directly stimulating the transcription of InR (Kang et al., 2017; Shingleton,
Masandika, Thorsen, Zhu, & Mirth, 2017; Tang et al., 2011); it additionally stimulates the
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expression of Ilp6. ILP6 remotely favors lipolysis through inhibition of ILP2/5 blocking the IIS
cascade (Li et al., 2019; Okamoto et al., 2009; Slaidina, Delanoue, Gronke, Partridge, & Léopold,
2009).
While these mechanisms have been scrutinized under normal and dietary restriction, few
studies have assayed possible pathway changes during the evolution of starvation resistance.
Experimental evolution in the laboratory setting has shed light on physiological changes associated
with starvation resistant phenotypes. Drosophila melanogaster have evolved starvation resistance
characterized by an obese phenotype after generations of starvation selection. The obese phenotype
entails a 3-fold increase in lipid stores, lower metabolic rate, and other indices of human obesity
(Hardy et al., 2015; Masek et al., 2014; Reynolds, 2013). Genome-wide association studies suggest
loci involved in the IIS, AKH-mediated lipolysis and other nutrient-sensing proteins are highly
associated with the starvation resistant phenotype (Hardy et al., 2018). The molecular mechanism
of these candidate loci and their respective products has yet to be assayed.
This study took a simple approach to identify possible differences in the nutrient-sensing
pathways linked to candidate loci from Hardy et al. (2018). Specifically, we observed the key
working proteins in these pathways including: the lipoproteins PLIN1 and PLIN2, HSL, SIRT1
and dFOXO. Our findings suggest differences in lipid storage during dietary restriction correlate
with PLIN1 and HSL concentrations in the fat body.
2.2 Materials and Methods
2.2.1 Evolutionary History of Starvation-Selected Drosophila melanogaster
The flies used in this study are the descendants from the 129th generation of the control and
selection replicates from Hardy et al., 2015 & 2018. In brief the control-fed populations and
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respective starvation-selected populations were established from populations of flies serving as
controls for a desiccation-selection experiment (Gefen & Gibbs, 2009). After 70 generations of the
desiccation-selection experiment, the starvation-selection experiment began. Three fed-control
(hereafter FCA-C) lines were established from the desiccation un-selected controls, and three
starvation-selected (hereafter SSA-C) lines were derived from the starvation control line. Each
generation ~10,000 4-day old SS flies are subjected to starvation pressures (non-caloric agar) until
80-90% mortality in the populations. Survivors were given access to food and allowed to mate and
reproduce for the next generation. In parallel, ~2,000 4-day old FC flies are given unrestricted
access to food and water each generation. This process was repeated for 128 generations before
flies were used for this project.
2.2.2 Starvation Assay
Four-day old flies from the SS replicates and the FC were placed in vials of ~ 65 flies each
containing non-caloric agar. Flies were exposed to acute starvation conditions (0-2 days) and
chronic starvation conditions (3-8 days). Samples of flies were taken on days 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 and
immediately flash frozen in liquid nitrogen for lipid and protein determinations. Care was taken to
ensure only flies that were still alive were sampled. In parallel, live samples of flies were set aside
for metabolic rate analysis on days 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8.
2.2.3 Lipid Extraction
Frozen female flies (n=15) from days 0, 2, 4, 6 and 8 from the selection replicates and their
respective controls were placed in 50⁰C oven over night and then weighed the following morning
on a microbalance to record the dry mass (Massdry). Once weighed, flies were then subjected to
0.5 mL of Hexane overnight to extract lipids. The next morning the flies were removed from the
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hexane and placed in the 50⁰C oven to dry for 1 hour and then weighed a second time to measure
the lean mass (Masslean) post-lipid extraction. Lipid concentration was calculated from the
difference between the Massdry and Masslean (Massdry- Masslean =Masslipid) and statistical
differences were determined using a linear mixed-effects model ANOVA with the replicates (A,
B, C) nested within selection as a random factor.
The rate of lipid loss was calculated by the difference in mean lipids across 2-day periods
of 0-2, 2-4, 4-6 and 6-8 days (i.e. FCA 0-2 = (FCA day2 – FCA day 0)/2days).
2.2.4 Metabolic Measurements
I used the Sable MAVEn System to assay metabolic rates of 16 flies simultaneously. The
MAVEn System is designed for small insect flow-through respirometry and can provide metabolic
measurements for up to 16 animals (Sable Systems International, Las Vegas, NV). Each chamber
was assayed for 3 minutes at a time with a flow rate of 20 mL ● min-1. We subjected samples of
female flies (n=16) from each population with a total of 6 runs on days 0 and 2. The controls
reached 100% mortality after 3 days, thus only 3 runs were needed for days 4, 6 and 8. Care was
taken to ensure each population was represented in each metabolic chamber to control for any
chamber bias. The rate of CO2 production (Vco2) was calculated from a custom macro written
within Expedata software (version 1.9.17). The mean Vco2 was calculated for each population and
analyzed for statistical differences using a linear mixed-effects model ANOVA with the replicates
(A, B, C) nested within selection as a random factor.
2.2.5 ELISA
Fat bodies were extracted from flies (n=9) and further randomly pooled into 3 replicate
samples (3 fat bodies per replicate) for each selection replicate and their respective controls. Pooled
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samples were homogenized on ice in lysis buffer and subsequently centrifuged at 10,000xg for 10
min. for protein extraction. Microtiter plates were coated with 50uL of protein extracts overnight
at 4⁰C. The following morning the plates were washed and coated with 200uL of blocking buffer
and placed in 4⁰C overnight. The next morning the plates were washed and then 50uL of primary
(1⁰) antibody was added at a concentration of 1:1000 for 2 hours. Following a series of washes the
plates were coated with 50uL hrp-secondary (2⁰) antibody at a concentration of 1:7500 for 1 hr.
The plates were further washed and followed by 25uL of the chromogenic substrate TMB (BIORAD #1662402) for 30 minutes in no-light conditions to allow the reaction to occur. The reaction
was stopped with 25uL sulfuric acid and subsequently placed in a plate reader and read at 470nm.
Protein concentrations were analyzed using a linear mixed-effects model ANOVA with the
replicates (A, B, C) nested within selection (FC or SS) as a random factor.
Primary and secondary antibodies for the proteins assayed are: Perilipin-1 1⁰ antibody
(mouse anti-PLIN1, kind donation from Kühnlein Lab at the University of Graz , Graz, Austria),
Perilipin-2 1⁰ antibody (mouse anti-PLIN2, kind donation from Kühnlein Lab at the University of
Graz , Graz, Austria), Hormone sensitive lipase 1⁰ antibody (rabbit anti-HSL polyclonal, Abbiotec
cat. no. 250698), Sirtuin-1 1⁰ antibody (mouse anti-dSir2 monoclonal, p2E2 (anti-dSir2) was
deposited to the DSHB by Parkhurst, S. (DSHB Hybridoma Product p2E2 (anti-dSir2))), Forkhead
box sub-group O 1⁰ antibody (rabbit anti-dFOXO polyclonal, Acris-Origene cat. no. AP54942SUN), actin 1⁰ antibody (mouse anti-actin monoclonal, JLA20 was deposited to the DSHB by Lin,
J.J.-C. (DSHB Hybridoma Product JLA20)), α-goat HRP 2⁰ antibody (kind donation of Dr. van
Breukelen), α-mouse HRP 2⁰ antibody (kind donation of Dr. van Breukelen), and α-rabbit HRP 2⁰
antibody (kind donation of Dr. van Breukelen).
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Fig. 2.2 Lipid concentration over 8 days of starvation. A) Lipid stores decrease across the duration
of starvation conditions. FC flies (grey bars) have significantly less lipid stores under nutrient-rich
conditions compared to SS flies (red bars). B) The rate of lipid loss is intermittent in the SS flies. SS
Flies burn lipid stores at a high rate during acute starvation conditions, but plastically decrease the rate
of lipid usage as acute conditions progress into chronic starvation from 2-to-4 days. Rates of lipolysis
during chronic starvation exhibit intermittent peaks of lipolysis from 4-8 days. (data represented as
mean+standard error; significance represented as replicates (A-C) nested within control (FC) and
experimental (SS); Tukey post hoc; p<0.05; nested lme ANOVA).

2.3 Results
2.3.1 Energy Stores Deplete at a Slower Rate in Starvation-Selected Flies
Similarly to Hardy et al. (2018), 4-day old flies from the selection replicates contained
significantly more lipid than their respective controls (Fig.2.2.A day 0 mean+ser mg•fly-1:
0.089+0.01, 0.083+0.01, 0.072+0.01 and 0.18+0.01, 0.30+0.02, 0.26+0.01; FCA-C and SSA-C
respectively). Under acute starvation conditions (0-2 days) FC and SS flies have significantly less
lipid stores compared to day 0 (Fig.2.2.A day 2: 0.031+0.01, 0.031+0.03, 0.034+0.01 and
0.12+0.01, 0.22+0.02, 0.19+0.01; FCA-C and SSA-C respectively) and burn lipid stores at roughly
the same rate (Fig.2.2.B 0-2 days: 0.029, 0.026, 0.019 and 0.026, 0.040, 0.032 mg•day-1•fly-1; FCAC

and SSA-C respectively). When acute starvation conditions prolong into chronic starvation

pressures (4 days), control flies die off while SS flies persist with no significant difference in lipids
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Fig.2.3 Metabolic rate over 8 days of starvation. Metabolic rate determinations reveal a plastic
response to starvation conditions. FC and SS flies significantly decrease metabolic rate during starvation
conditions compared to nutrient rich conditions. Error bars represent + standard error. Data represented
as mean+standard error; significance represented as replicates (A-C) nested within control (FC) and
experimental (SS); Tukey post hoc; p<0.05; nested lme ANOVA.

compared to day 2 (Fig.2.2 A) day 4: 0.13+0.01, 0.17+0.02, 0.18+0.02; SSA-C respectively). This
is possibly due to a decrease in lipid hydrolysis between days 2 and 4 (Fig.2.2.B 2-4 days: 0.004,
0.025, 0.008; SSA-C respectively). On day 6 lipids are significantly lower in the SS flies compared
to the previous days (Fig.2.2.A day 6: 0.05+0.02, 0.11+0.02, 0.12+0.01; SSA-C respectively)
correlating with an increase in the rate of lipid loss (Fig.2.2.B 4-6 days: 0.042, 0.032, 0.025; SSA-
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C

respectively). After 8 days of starvation conditions, the SS flies continue to have significantly

less lipids from the previous seven days (Fig.2.2.A day 8: 0.02+0.01, 0.07+0.01, 0.08+0.01; SSAC

respectively) with similar rates of lipolysis (Fig.2.2.B 6-8 days: 0.012, 0.021, 0.025; SSA-C

respectively).
2.3.2 Metabolic Rate is Plastic in the Face of Nutrient-depleted Insults in Both FC and SS
Flies
When nutrients are rich and abundant, both the FC replicate and SS replicate populations
maintain a metabolic rate of 4.77+0.17, 5.36+0.22, 3.82+0.21, and 4.44+0.14, 4.34+0.20, 4.22+0.2
respectively (units: mean+ser µL● min-1 ● fly-1). At the onset of acute environmental nutrient
depletion, the SS replicates and FC replicates significantly decrease Vco2 compared to day 0
(Fig.2.3 day 2: 2.87+0.14, 3.05+0.17, 2.43+0.18 and 2.55+0.08, 2.58+0.1, 2.56+0.12; FCA-C and
SSA-C respectively; nested lme ANOVA; Tukey post-hoc, p<0.05). As chronic starvation
conditions continue the controls reach 100% mortality at or before day 4 while the starvation
replicates maintain a constant lower metabolic rate (Fig.2.3 day 4: 2.37+0.14, 2.61+0.15,
2.37+0.13; SSA-C respectively). This pattern is sustained through days 6 (Fig3.2 day 6: 2.23+0.13,
2.47+0.14, 2.07+0.07: SSA-C respectively) and 8 (Fig.2.3 day 8: 2.14+0.11, 2.41+0.2, 1.98+0.1:
SSA-C respectively) of starvation conditions.
2.3.3 Lipoproteins Involved in Lipolysis Decrease in Concentration During Starvation Bouts
I used ACTIN as a control to ensure I was getting stable protein concentrations across the
starvation assay. Actin concentration did not differ across the 8 days of starvation in any of the
populations (mean+ser abs.@490nm: 0.23+0.02, 0.24+0.01 FC day 0-2 respectively, 0.25+0.01,
0.23+0.01, 0.23+0.00, 0.26+0.01, 0.23+0.00 SS day 0-8 respectively; Fig.2.4.A). Protein
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concentrations for PLIN2 indicate there is no difference between lipoproteins involved in
maintaining smaller lipid storage droplet integrity across the entirety of the starvation bout
(Fig.2.4.B). Differences were observed in PLIN1 protein concentrations in the SS flies under
starvation conditions compared to FC flies. During dietary-rich conditions, both FC and SS flies
have similar PLIN1 concentrations (0.33+0.08, 0.27+0.05, 0.34+0.09 and 0.20+0.02, 0.20+0.05,
0.33+0.07 FCA-C and SSA-C respectively; Fig.2.4.D). Differences were observed in PLIN1 during
acute starvation conditions between SS flies on day 2 (0.22+0.01, 0.27+0.13, 0.27+0.12 and
0.22+0.03, 0.28+0.07, 0.15+0.01 FCA-C and SSA-C respectively; Fig.2.4.D). This trend continues
into chronic starvation conditions on day 4 (0.18+0.02, 0.19+0.06, 0.13+0.02 SSA-C respectively;
Fig.2.4.D). However, on days 6-8 PLIN1 concentrations increase to similar levels as observed in
nutrient-abundant conditions (0.26+0.03, 0.31+0.07, 0.32+0.04 and 0.33+0.03, 0.23+0.04,
0.15+0.01 SSA-C day 6 and 8 respectively; Fig.2.4.D). HSL follows a similar trend as PLIN1 across
the starvation bout (Fig.2.4.C). At day 0 HSL is at high concentration in both the FC and SS
populations (0.41+0.04, 0.50+0.04, 0.39+0.03 and 0.42+0.05, 0.37+0.04, 0.37+0.05 FCA-C and
SSA-C respectively; Fig.2.4.C). During acute starvation conditions on day 2, both FC and SS flies
plastically decrease in concentration compared to day 0 (0.39+0.08, 0.35+0.05, 0.34+0.01 and
0.33+0.02, 0.25+0.03, 0.30+0.11 FCA-C and SSA-C respectively; Fig.2.4.C). This pattern is
maintained through day 4 in the SS flies (0.31+0.05, 0.23+0.03, 0.20+0.03 SSA-C respectively;
Fig.2.4.C). In parallel to PLIN1, HSL increases in concentration on day 6 (0.43+0.04, 0.37+0.03,
0.34+0.03 SSA-C respectively; Fig.2.4.C) but decreases back to levels observed on days 2-4 on day
8 (0.33+0.03, 0.25+0.01, 0.22+0.01 SSA-C respectively; Fig.2.4.C). The pattern of lipolytic protein
concentrations (PLIN1 & HSL) mimic the pattern for the rate of lipolysis observed in Fig. 2.2.B.
Both dFOXO and SIRT1 do not change in concentration during starvation conditions (dFOXO
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Day 0: 0.20+0.01, 0.20+0.02, 0.23+0.03 and 0.17+0.02, 0.19+0.01, 0.20+0.07 FCA-C and SSA-C
respectively; Day 2: 0.15+0.02, 0.23+0.08, 0.19+0.04 and 0.16+0.01, 0.21+0.07, 0.16+0.01 FCAC

and SSA-C respectively; Day 4: 0.16+0.02, 0.22+0.05, 0.16+0.01 SSA-C respectively; Day 6:

0.20+0.03, 0.17+0.03, 0.16+0.01 SSA-C respectively; Day 8: 0.17+0.01, 0.17+0.02, 0.14+0.01 SSAC

respectively Fig.2.4.E; SIRT1 Day 0: 0.13+0.02, 0.12+0.03, 0.11+0.02 and 0.12+0.01,
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Fig. 2.4 Protein concentrations are plastic during starvation conditions. A) Actin concentrations
are shown as a control for the protein concentrations across the starvation days. B) PLIN2
concentrations during acute and starvation conditions do not change across the FC flies (grey bars)
and SS flies (red bars). C) HSL concentrations are plastic in both FC and SS flies during acute and
chronic starvation conditions. D) PLIN1 concentrations are plastic during starvation conditions in the
SS flies. E-F) dFOXO and SIRT1 do not change in concentration during the starvation bout. Data
represented as mean+standard error; significance represented as replicates (A-C) nested within control
(FC) and experimental (SS); Tukey post hoc; p<0.05; nested lme ANOVA.
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0.12+0.01, 0.12+0.02 FCA-C and SSA-C respectively; Day 2: 0.11+0.01, 0.13+0.01, 0.10+0.01 and
0.11+0.01, 0.11+0.02, 0.12+0.02 FCA-C and SSA-C respectively; Day 4: 0.11+0.01, 0.11+0.03,
0.10+0.01 SSA-C respectively; Day 6: 0.12+0.01, 0.11+0.01, 0.09+0.01 SSA-C respectively; Day 8:
0.09+0.01, 0.10+0.03, 0.09+0.02 SSA-C respectively Fig.2.4.F)
2.4 Discussion
Generations of starvation selection yielded flies with an obese phenotype strikingly similar
to human obesity. The overarching hypothesis has been that increased nutrient storage was the
driving mechanism allowing for these flies to survive starvation pressures for long durations of
time. However, the exact mechanism has not been investigated at the molecular level. Results here
scratch the surface of the molecular mechanisms at play and further studies should encapsulate the
omics of the mechanism using RNA seq and proteomics for a complete scan of the players involved
in low-nutrient conditions.
Increased lipid stores evolved in all three lines of starvation-selected Drosophila followed
by evolution for a decrease in metabolic rate. Our results indicate that although there is a lower
standard metabolic rate under nutrient-rich conditions, during acute starvation bouts both controls
and selection replicates exhibit similar plastic decreases in metabolic rate. The rate of lipid loss
would seem to be similar across the entire 8 days of the starvation assay; however, there are lower
rates of lipid loss from days 2 to 4 for the SS replicates. As starvation bouts continue through day
6, the rate of lipid loss increases providing energy for the flies. It is possible that SS flies evolved
both increased lipid content and a mediated mechanism of lipolysis in response to starvation. This
could allow for energy reserves to last for longer periods of time.
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Of the candidates from Hardy et al. (2018) assayed, only differences PLIN1 concentrations
during starvation are observed in the SS flies compared to the FC flies. Notably there is
significantly lower PLIN1 concentrations in the SS flies after 4 days of starvation conditions
compared to the FC flies during 0 and 2 days. This decrease in PLIN1 concentration around 4 days
of starvation selection correlates with both decreases in lipid loss rates and HSL concentration.
Together, this hints at a possible mechanism for decreasing lipolysis during chronic starvation
conditions. Lower PLIN1 concentrations should correlate with less recruitment of HSL to the lipid
droplet surface. In-turn, this could yield decreases in lipolysis. I do observe a lower rate of lipid
loss between 2 and 4 days of starvation pressures in the SS flies. This could be the mechanism
allowing for nutrient stores to be available further along the starvation bout. From my data I
hypothesize that under nutrient-abundant and acute starvation conditions higher levels of lipolytic
proteins are permitted for immediate energy usage, but chronic conditions require plastic decreases
in these proteins to prolong energy savings. As low-nutrient conditions persist, intermittent peaks
in lipolytic protein concentrations could provide enough energy for the flies to persist without
devastating energy reserves too soon.
A similar moderated mechanism of burning through lipid reserves has been observed in
AKH mutant Drosophila during long-term starvation. During chronic starvation, Drosophila with
normal-to-high levels of AKH maintain high levels of nutrients in the hemolymph at the expense
of their nutrient stores leading to quick exhaustion of energy savings. Contrary, AKH-mutant
Drosophila maintain higher levels of energy savings due to inefficient AKH signaling pathway
leading to more resistance to starvation conditions (Gáliková et al., 2015; Mochanová et al., 2018;
Sajwan et al., 2015). PLIN1 is a direct target of AKH-mediated lipolysis important in regulating
lipid stores. While Akh was not a candidate locus from the previous GWAS, Plin1 was. It is
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possible that the PLIN1 protein products in the SS flies either do not respond to AKH signaling as
efficiently, or there is less protein available.
Work from Beller et al. (2010) and Bi et al. (2012) illustrate the roles of the Drosophila
perilipins. PLIN1 and PLIN2 have opposite and redundant roles in the fat body. Both form barriers
around lipid droplets promoting lipogenesis. PLIN2 localizes around small to medium size lipid
droplets and PLIN1 localizes to the large lipid droplets (Bi et al., 2012). While PLIN1 protects the
large lipid droplets, it also triggers lipolysis via AKH-signaling through PKA-mediated
phosphorylation of PLIN1 recruiting HSL to the lipid droplet surface (Beller et al., 2010; Li et al.,
2019). Bi et al., 2012 further demonstrated Drosophila melanogaster plin1 mutants develop adultonset obesity with a 2-fold increase in lipid content composed of fewer, larger lipid droplets.
Differences observed in this study are mainly observed with PLIN1 and its downstream lipase
recruit HSL. According to Hardy et al. (2018) the plin1 locus had a significantly different minor
allele frequency in the SS flies compared to the FC flies. The plin1 allele in the SS lines evolved
from <10% allele frequency in the controls to near fixation. This allele is different by a single
nucleotide polymorphism in the 5’ UTR. This SNP is characterized in greater detail in Chapter 3,
but I hypothesize that this SNP may alter the promoter region activity. This could lead to lower
transcript and downstream protein concentrations, ultimately leading to lower rates of lipolysis.
Future studies should rely on genetic engineering techniques integrated with physiological assays
to determine the effect of this allele in flies naïve to starvation pressures.
My results suggest the evolution of the obese phenotype involved selection at the plin1
locus. The plin1 allele associated with higher storage of nutrients and/or lower rates of lipolysis
likely increased in frequency after generations of starvation-selection. This plin1 allele may be a
case of antagonistic pleiotropy. SS Flies (homozygous for this allele) incur physiological
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consequences such as cardiac dysfunction due to increased lipid accumulation in the fat body
(Hardy et al., 2015). These consequences further impact the fecundity of the SS flies resulting in
lower overall fitness of obese flies (Beaghley, 2019; Hardy et al., 2015; Reynolds, 2013). While
flies with this allele do incur physiological and fitness consequences, they also survive chronic
starvation bouts longer. This provides opportunities to contribute their alleles to the next
generation after starvation pressures subside. Thus, SS flies have a much higher fitness when faced
with chronic starvation selection pressures compared to control flies.
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3. Functional Validation of the candidate plin1 allele in starvation-selected Drosophila
3.1 Introduction
Understanding the molecular mechanisms of lipid storage regulation is critical in
understanding adult onset obesity. Lipid droplets are the major site for energy storage specifically
in the form triglycerides (TAG) (Bi et al., 2012; Li, Yu, & Feng, 2019; van Straalen, van Gestel,
& Korsloot, 2010). The regulation of these fat reserves is controlled by lipid storage droplet
proteins (Lsds; also referred to as perilipins) and lipases. Instances when this regulation of stored
lipids exceeds the maximum adiposity threshold lead to increased health risk for obesity and
metabolic syndrome (hyperglycemia, insulin resistance and cardiovascular disease). Even though
obesity and metabolic syndrome are a global health problem, the genetic basis of this phenotype
has been poorly integrated with environmental and lifestyle factors (Musselman & Kühnlein,
2018).
Drosophila melanogaster has proven to be a model system for understanding the evolution
and etiology of obesity (Alfa & Kim, 2016; Hardy et al., 2015, 2018; Musselman & Kühnlein,
2018; Pandey & Nichols, 2011). Many genes and gene families involved in metabolic disease are
conserved between flies and humans (Reiter, Potocki, Chien, Gribskov, & Bier, 2001). Further,
the tissues, organs, molecular mechanisms and key regulators of stored lipids in flies are analogous
to those observed in human obesity (Musselman & Kühnlein, 2018). Perilipins are the key
regulators of lipometabolism at the lipid droplet surface (Beller et al., 2010). These major
mammalian lipid droplet proteins are classified by their intracellular localization being constitutive
(PLIN1 and PLIN2) or exchangeable (PLIN3-5; Beller et al., 2010). The D. melanogaster genome
encodes two perilipins PLIN1 and PLIN2, both with opposite and redundant roles in lipid storage
regulation (Beller et al., 2010; Bi et al., 2012; Miura et al., 2002). PLIN2 is involved in lipid storage
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and promoting lipogenesis, whereas PLIN1 is involved in both lipid storage and direct stimulated
lipolysis control (Bi et al., 2012). It is further suggested that PLIN1 has a structural role in lipid
droplet fission or fusion. Genetic manipulations of the plin1 locus have yielded flies with increased
lipid stores and fewer, larger lipid droplets; conversely, the overexpression of plin1 results in many
leaner lipid droplets (Bi et al., 2012). The plin1 locus has also been associated with obese
phenotypes in experimental evolution studies (Hardy et al., 2018).
Experimental evolution through starvation selection has yielded flies exhibiting human
obesity phenotypes (Hardy et al., 2015, 2018; Reynolds, 2013). Of note, the plin1 locus was
identified as a candidate gene associated with this phenotype. Fed control (FC) populations not
exposed to starvation conditions had high frequencies for one of the two plin1 alleles (plin1FC) in
the populations while starvation-selection (SS) populations evolved the alternate allele to
frequencies approaching fixation (hereafter referred to as plin1SS). Functional assays of the protein
products from the plin1 locus showed that SS flies have lower concentrations of PLIN1 and exhibit
a less plastic response in PLIN1 concentrations during starvation bouts compared to controls
(Chapter 2).
To identify the physiological impact of the plin1S allele, I generated populations of flies
homozygous for the FC and SS alleles. Flies homozygous for plin1SS had more lipid content as
adults and survived starvation conditions longer than a plin1FC control population. My data suggest
a major role for this locus (or a closely-linked locus) in lipid storage and starvation resistance.
3.2 Materials and Methods
3.2.1 Construction of Homozygous plin1FC and plin1SS Populations
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The Drosophila melanogaster lines in this study were constructed from the fed-control
(FC) populations and respective starvation-selected (SS) populations maintained in the Gibbs’ lab.
These populations were established from previous control populations for a desiccation-selection
experiment (Gefen & Gibbs, 2009). The desiccation-selection experiment continued for 70
generations until a starvation-selection experiment was started. Three FC (A-C) lines were
established from the desiccation un-selected controls, and three SS (A-C) lines were derived from
the starvation control line. For 132 generations ~10,000 4-day old SS flies were subjected to
starvation pressures (non-caloric agar) until 80-90% mortality was reached in each SS population.
Survivors were given access to food and allowed to mate and reproduce for the next generation.
In parallel, ~2,000 4-day old FC flies were given unrestricted access to food and water each
generation. The flies in this study were derived from the FCA population (generation 133).
The control population FCA was used to construct lines homozygous for the plin1 alleles
at high frequencies in the three control lines (plin1FC) and in the three starvation selected lines
(plin1SS) from Hardy et al., (2018). Using the FCA control population maintains the similar
genomic background between the homozygous lines in this study and with the populations from
Hardy et al., (2018). Further, the plin1SS allele is present at low frequency in the control population
eliminating the need for genetic engineering approaches like CRISPR. This allele is very similar
to the plin1FC allele in these populations except for a single nucleotide polymorphism in the 5’
UTR Fig.1.3). I constructed primers specific to the plin1SS and plin1FC alleles for genotyping flies.
These primers were constructed per Birdsell et al., (2012) specifically for genotyping by SNPs.
Essentially, the forward primer is dictated to the 3’ end of the SNP with a deliberate mismatch 2
base pairs upstream of the 3’ end (Fig.2.3). This allows annealing in the presence of the SNP, but
in its absence the 3’ end of the primer will arch up hindering DNA polymerase during the extension
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step in PCR. Males and virgin females were non-lethally genotyped by DNA extraction from wing
clippings as per Carvalho, Ja, & Benzer (2009). Flies homozygous for the plin1FC and plin1SS
alleles were placed in respective bottles together and allowed to mate and reproduce. Specifically,
the plin1FC population started with 5 males and 4 females, and the plin1SS started with 4 females
and 3 males. The populations were held at ~600 individuals for 3 generations prior to physiological
determinations.
3.2.2 Starvation Assay
Samples of 50 females and 50 males (100 flies) from both the plin1FC and plin1SS
populations were placed into vials with only non-caloric 1% agar. Each vial contained 5 females
or 5 males totaling 10 vials for each sex per population. All vials were kept on a 24h light cycle
and mortality scoring was conducted every 8 hours until the end of the experiment. The sexspecific data were analyzed using Kaplan Meier analysis using the survminer (version 0.4.6)
package in R.

3.2.3 Lipid Extraction
Frozen 4-day old flies were placed in a 50⁰C oven over night and then weighed the
following morning on a microbalance to record the dry mass (Massdry). Once weighed, flies were
then extracted in 0.5 mL hexane overnight. The next morning the flies were removed from the
hexane and placed in the 50⁰C oven to dry for 1 hour and then weighed a second time to measure
the lean mass (Masslean) post-lipid extraction. Lipid concentration was calculated from the
difference of the Massdry and Masslean (Massdry - Masslean =Masslipids). The sex specific data were
analyzed by an ANOVA with a Tukey post-hoc analysis.
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3.2.4 Metabolic Rate Determinations

I used the Sable MAVEn System to assay metabolic rates. The MAVEn System is designed
for small insect flow-through respirometry and can provide metabolic measurements for up to 16
animals (Sable Systems International, Las Vegas, NV). Each chamber was assayed for 3 minutes
with a flow rate of 20 mL ● min-1. We subjected samples of 16 4-day old female flies from the
plin1FC and plin1SS populations with a total of 2 runs to ensure each population was represented in
each metabolic chamber to control for any chamber bias. The rate of CO2 (Vco2) production was
calculated from a custom macro written within Expedata software (version 1.9.17), and the mean
Vco2 was calculated for each population and further analyzed for statistical differences using a
Student T-test.

3.3 Results

A

B

C

Fig. 3.1 Characterization of plin1 alleles. A) The Drosophila plin1 locus spans the 3R chromosome
from 23,763,857 to 23,766,662 (+; FlyBase id: FBgn0039114). This gene encodes 6 exons

(orange) with 4 possible transcripts. The two alleles in the control population from Hardy et al.
(2018) are significantly differentiated by a single nucleotide polymorphism at the 3R 23763989
position. B) The allele at high frequency in the control populations is designated by a Guanine
at the 3R 23763989 position. C) The allele evolved to high frequency in the selection replicates
contains a Thymine instead of a Guanine in the 3R 23763989 position resulting in a 5’ UTR
donor splice variant.
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3.3.1 Characterization of the plin1SS Allele Indicates Possible Transcript Differences in
Starvation-Resistant Flies

Fig. 3.2 Starvation survival by plin1 genotype. Differences in starvation resistance between the two
populations correlates with the allele for the plin1 locus. Females homozygous for the plin1SS allele
(tan) survive starvation conditions significantly longer than male plin1SS flies and flies homozygous for
the plin1FC allele (p<0.0001; Kaplan-Meier Survival Curve)

The plin1 gene spans the 3R chromosome from 23,763,857 to 23,766,662 (+; FlyBase id:
FBgn0039114; Fig.3.1.A). This locus is known to have 4 possible transcripts Plin-1-RA-D. The
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allele found near fixation in the control flies (>0.9 allele frequencies in FCA-C) contains a functional
donor splice site in the 5’ UTR (Fig.3.1.B). After mining the genomic data from Hardy et al., 2018,
one SNP in this gene was significantly different in SS allele frequency (0.51, 0.91 and 0.92 allele

frequencies in SSA, SSB and SSC respectively) compared to their respective controls (<0.05, <0.05,
0.10 in FCA, FCB, FCC respectively). This SNP is located at the 3R chromosome position 23763989
(Fig. 3.1.C). Ensemble’s variant effect predictor tool characterizes this SNP as a 5’UTR splice
variant (McLaren et al., 2016). Specifically, it is in the 2nd position of the splice donor site and is
a change from Guanine to Thymine.

3.3.2 Homozygosity for the plin1SS Allele Incurs Increased Starvation Resistance

After maintaining the both lines for 3 generations, I subjected the plin1SS flies in parallel
with the control plin1FC population to a starvation assay. Female plin1SS flies survived significantly
longer (125 hrs; p<0.001; Kaplan Meier survival curve) than control females (117 hrs) and males
(95 hrs each) from both populations (Fig.3.2).

3.3.3 Female plin1SS Flies Store More Fat Compared to Control Females
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Fig. 3.3 Lipid content of plin1SS and plin1FC flies. Physiological differences for dry, lean and lipid
mass are observed between populations. A, B) Both female and male plin1SS flies are larger than plin1FC
females and males. C) Female plin1SS flies contain significantly more lipids compared to female plin1FC
flies and male flies from both populations. Letters represent significant differences where p<0.05; Tukey
post-hoc; ANOVA; N=15).

I determined dry mass and lipid content for 4-day old flies of both sexes. Female and male plin1SS
flies were significantly larger than their plin1FC counterparts respectively (Fig.3.3.A). After lipid
extraction, plin1SS flies also maintained significantly more lean mass compared to plin1FC flies
(Fig.3.3.B). Female plin1SS flies had higher lipid contents compared to plin1FC females
(0.0706+0.007, 0.099+0.009; plin1FC and plin1SS respectively; Fig.3.3.C). Male flies did not
exhibit any significant differences in lipid content (0.0399+0.003, 0.0272+0.005; plin1FC and
plin1SS respectively). This suggests plin1SS plays a role in starvation resistance through increased
lipid storage. It is interesting that both male and female plin1SS flies were larger in lean mass
compared to plin1FC controls (Fig.3.3.B). This result may be an effect of the plin1SS allele or
possible differences in allele frequencies across the genome during sampling for genotyping.

3.3.4 Not All Potential Mechanisms of Starvation Resistance are Affected by the plin1SS Allele
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Fig. 3.4 Standard
metabolic rate of
plin1SS and plin1FC
flies. Metabolic rate
determinations do not
differ between females
homozygous for the
plin1FC or plin1SS alleles
(p>0.05; Student T-test;
N=16).

While one mechanism to survive low-nutrient conditions is to maintain higher energy
stores, the other mode of survival is to use less energy. We determined energy use using CO2
production as a proxy for metabolic rate. Considering that significant differences for starvation
resistance and lipid content were observed between females but not males, I focused my attention
on the female flies. Metabolic rate did not differ between the plin1FC and plin1SS flies (3.69+0.36,
3.64+0.19; plin1FC and plin1SS respectively; Fig.3.4). This may suggest that plin1SS does not impact
metabolic rate and is more involved in lipid storage droplet maintenance.

3.4 Discussion
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Perilipins have been extensively studied in their roles with lipid droplet homeostasis, but
the physiological impact from different plin1 alleles has not been characterized. Hardy et al. (2018)
identified candidate loci associated with obese starvation-selected Drosophila. This study
identified the physiological impact of the plin1 allele found in the starvation-selected replicates by
creating homozygous plin1SS flies from the FCA control population in our lab. These flies exhibited
increased levels of lipid storage and survival during starvation bouts.

Starvation selection acted on individuals that could survive low-nutrient conditions longer.
Specifically, it acted on the molecular mechanism of increased fat stores during low-nutrient
insults. The plin1SS allele is not the result of novel mutation in the starvation-selected Drosophila.
This allele was in all three of the fed control populations at differing allele frequencies (Hardy et
al., 2018). The plin1SS allele increased to >50% (near fixation in two of the three of the starvationselected replicates), indicating this allele is highly associated with increased fat storage.
Characterization of the molecular mechanism of lipolysis during starvation (Chapter 2) observed
different basal PLIN1 concentrations and plastic decreases in PLIN1 in SS flies. Decreases in
PLIN1 concentration in the SS flies could be result of inefficient translation from the 5’ UTR splice
variant. Other studies indicate a 24-hour developmental delay in the starvation-selected
populations is most likely the cause for increased fat storage (J. Clark, pers. Comm.). One possible
developmental role of PLIN1 may be increased fat mobilization in larval lipid droplets due to the
negative regulation of the splice variant. Other studies have observed plin1 mutants storing more
fat in fewer, larger lipid droplets (Bi et al., 2012). Together, this suggests the plin1SS allele may
allow for increased lipid storage during the 3rd larval instar which carries over into adult stage of
life.
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The mechanism for the effects of plin1SS is not understood. The target site for PKA
phosphorylation has been characterized and functionally assayed. The N-terminal portion of
PLIN1 is likely sufficient for protecting lipid droplets from lipolysis, and the C-terminal portion
may be the regulation site for the dual-role property of PLIN1 (Bi et al., 2012). The C-terminal
region of human Perilipin1 is extended and phosphorylation of specific residues in this region are
key for ATGL activation (Beller et al., 2010; Brasaemle, 2007; MacPherson & Peters, 2015; Wang
et al., 2009). Frame shifts in the C-terminal region result in abnormal maintenance of adipose tissue
(Gandotra et al., 2011). However, the plin1SS allele identified in these flies does not affect the Cterminal region. The 5’ UTR SNP in the plin1SS allele may instead have a regulatory function
and/or impact downstream protein levels. The plin1FC allele contains the guanine necessary for the
donor splicing site. In contrast, the SNP in the plin1SS allele alters the donor splicing site increasing
the length of the 5’ UTR in the processed mRNA. Splicing variants in the 5’ UTR have influenced
mRNA stability and downstream translation in other studies (Aherrahrou et al., 2008; Kreth,
Ledderose, Kaufmann, Groeger, & Thiel, 2008; Olsen et al., 2006). The increase in length of the
5’ UTR in the plin1SS allele may function as a negative regulation of the gene due to less
translational efficiency. Characterization of the plin1 genetic architecture combined with
transcriptomics could shed light onto the functional impact of the plin1SS allele and its ultimate
relationship to obese phenotypes.

Drosophila PLIN1 and mammalian Perilipin1 both 1) prevent lipolysis and 2) stimulate
lipolysis (Bi et al., 2012). Perilipin1 stimulated lipolysis is very similar to that of PLIN1.
Unphosphorylated Perilipin1 protects lipid droplets from lipolytic activity of lipases, while
phosphorylated Perilipin1 promotes lipolysis by releasing the ATGL activator CGI58, thus
activating ATGL and recruiting HSL from the cytosol to lipid droplet surfaces (Bi et al., 2012).
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Given that these mechanisms are highly conserved, it suggests that obese Drosophila are a key
model system for understanding obesity at the molecular and genetic level. Our results indicate
that alleles for plin1 have differing impacts on lipid storage in adult flies. We can use this as a
starting point to identify perilipin1 alleles in humans associated with obese phenotypes.
Polymorphisms at the human perilipin1 locus have already been characterized as obesity risk
factors (Qi et al., 2005; Smith et al., 2008) indicating a similar association for perilipin1 with
human obesity.

Obesity is a complex phenotype likely to be impacted by many genes. My results suggest
a single locus can impact lipid storage, although, linked regions and differences in genetic
background cannot be rule out. While our study indicates the impact of the plin1 locus on fat
storage, it does not explain differences in other obesity-associated traits observed in our flies and
human adult-onset obesity. The many other candidate genes associated with the obese phenotype
(Hardy et al., 2018) should be physiologically assayed to determine their functional role (if any)
in starvation resistance and fat storage.
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4. Rapid physiological and genomic evolution in starvation-selected Drosophila
4.1 Introduction
Organisms can survive and rapidly adapt to selection pressures much faster than
previously thought. Standing genetic variation permits populations the ability to rapidly
respond to environmental insults. When strong environmental changes quickly impose
pervasive selection pressures on populations, alleles that were previously neutral or weakly
selected upon can become targets of strong directional selection (Kang et al., 2016).
Rapid genomic evolution can occur due to selective sweeps or polygenic adaptation
for complex phenotypes (Stephan, 2016). Selective sweeps often are described as single
sweeps at individual loci (Kang et al., 2016; Stephan, 2016), and are only involved in
polygenic selection if the alleles are driven to fixation by strong selection. However,
selective sweeps from polygenic selection occur very rarely (Chevin & Hospital 2008).
Selection studies on quantitative traits have suggested multi-locus responses prevent allele
trajectories from fixation (Pavlidids et al., 2012). Allele frequencies may begin to plateau
before reaching fixation possibly due to heterozygote overdominance, or their association
with a polygenic, complex trait (Kang et al., 2016). Polygenic response to selection
pressures instead are more likely a case where many loci are selected that are linked to
favored alleles and begin rising in frequency by small amounts (Jain & Stephan, 2017;
Stephan, 2016).
Experimental evolution by Evolve and Resequencing (E&R) permits connecting
phenotypic responses of selection to the underlying changes in genomic architecture.
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Studies from this approach can utilize a founding population with polymorphic genomes
where selection acts on the standing genetic variation. To identify loci under selection
genome-wide polymorphism data is needed. A popular, cost-effective method for whole
genome sequencing involves pooling DNA of multiple individuals from a population
together (Pool-seq) with high accuracy of allele frequency estimates (Rellstab et al., 2013;
Schlötterer et al., 2014). This E&R study method in combination with genome-wide
association provides optimal strategies for delineating genotype and phenotype
connections.
Uncovering the genetic signature of time series data is possible with experimental
evolution E&R studies. Sampling evolving populations over generations of selection can
elucidate the trajectories of alleles over time (Schlötterer et al., 2015; Garland and Rose,
2009). Many studies have successfully identified candidate allele trajectories of D.
melanogaster and yeast strains under constant selection (Burke et al., 2010; OrozcoterWengel et al., 2012). Importantly, time series studies also identify allele frequencies
evolving in phases: phase 1) allele frequencies increase rapidly early on; phase 2) allele
frequencies plateau; and phase 3) alleles experience changes in trajectories (Schlötterer et
al., 2015; Orozco-terWengel et al., 2012). Using time series E&R studies it is possible to
functionally validate candidate SNPs based on the timeline of allelic evolution associated
with phenotypic evolution.
E&R studies using D. melanogaster as a model for human obesity have proved
successful for identifying candidate loci (Hardy et al., 2018). Starvation-selected D.
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melanogaster evolve increased lipid stores and decreased metabolic rate along with other
indices of human obesity (Hardy et al., 2015, 2018; Masek et al., 2014). Significant
genomic-wide changes were detected after 83 generations of starvation selection (Hardy et
al., 2018). Candidate single nucleotide polymorphisms (SNPs) identified in this study are
associated with loci involved in lipid storage and metabolism (Hardy et al., 2018). One
obstacle this study faced was directly associating the timeline of evolution of these
phenotypes with the candidate SNPs. While this endpoint analysis does provide a genomic
basis for the evolution of obesity, it can be further supported with time series studies aimed
at the early evolutionary history for the obese phenotype. Elucidating when individual
phenotypes arise within the overarching complexity of obesity will directly associate
candidate alleles for increased lipid storage, decreased metabolic rate and other indices of
human obesity. Findings can further be translated to human genomics to identify people at
varying predisposition for obesity and metabolic disorder.
This study restarted experimental evolution of starvation resistance in D.
melanogaster by resequencing and associating candidate SNPs with evolving phenotypes
during the early evolutionary history of the obese phenotype. Candidate SNPs identified in
this study exhibit phase 1 and phase 2 rapid evolution characteristics depending on when
they were distinguished from genetic drift. Importantly, I identified a core set of 169
candidate SNPs with signatures of constant selection across the 9 generations of starvationselection. The 85 core candidate genes that they mapped to were enriched in the Gene
Ontology

(GO)

categories for intracellular signal transduction, neurogenesis,
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dephosphorylation and axon guidance. From an evolutionary perspective, this study
identifies an evolutionary mechanism for rapid evolution. More specifically it draws direct
correlations for the evolution of starvation resistance and obese phenotypes. Here, I provide
lists of candidate genes directly associated with the evolving phenotypes for downstream
functional validation.

Fig.4.1 Evolutionary history and selection regime of Restart Selection flies. A) Phylogeny and
evolutionary history of Restart Selection populations. The axis on the left displays the number of
generations. The black line represents the founding population and the colored lines represent the 5 RS
populations and drift control population. B) The founding population was maintained on a standard
cornmeal diet prior to establishing the RS populations. Each generation the RS populations RSA-E were
starved until 80-90% mortality. The survivors were used as founders for the next generation. In parallel
the drift control population RC was fed ad libitum.

4.2 Materials and Methods
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4.2.1 Evolutionary History of Restart Selection Populations

Restart Selection (RS) Drosophila melanogaster populations were derived from a single
founding population derived from mixing ~1000 flies each from 4 control populations for other
experiments in the lab. This MIX population was permitted to mate and reproduce for 41
generations at large population sizes (4000-5000 per generation) to disrupt potential linkage
disequilibrium throughout the D. melanogaster genome. The founding population (RC0) was then
split into 5 selection replicate populations (RSA-E) and a control (RC) population on March 7, 2018.
The RS populations were maintained at ~4000 adult flies in parallel to the RC population
maintained at ~1000 adult flies through 10 generations. Each generation, freshly-laid eggs from
the RS and the RC populations were reared for 14 days at 25oC on yeast-corn meal-sugar medium.
When adults were ~4 days old, RS flies were subjected to starvation conditions by transferring
them into population cages containing two Petri dishes with 1% non-caloric agar. In parallel, the
RC population was constantly transferred to a cage with food medium to serve as a genetic drift
control each generation.

To determine the duration of starvation each generation, 100 flies (50 males and 50
females) of each population were transferred to 35 mL vials containing 10 mL of 1% agar (5 flies
per vial). Vials were checked for mortality every 8 hours until at least 80% of the flies from a given
population had died. At that time, agar plates in the cage corresponding to that replicate were
replaced by plates containing food medium. Survival data from these procedures are reported in
the Results. After several days of recovery, eggs were collected to found the next generation. This
cycle was repeated for 10 generations of starvation selection.

4.2.2 Starvation Assay
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The RS populations were held in 16 bottles at ~250 flies/bottle while the RC population
was maintained in 4 bottles at ~250 flies/bottle. Once flies reach 4-days maturity, the bottles were
dumped into cages for each population where their access to food was replaced with non-caloric
1% agar. In-parallel, the RC population is dumped into a cage with continual access to food. To
determine the time to 80% mortality we subset 50 females and 50 males (100 flies) into vials with
only non-caloric 1% agar for the selection replicates and the RC population. Each vial contained
5 females or 5 males totaling 10 vials for each sex per population. All vials were kept on a 24h
light cycle and mortality scoring was conducted every 8 hours until the end of the experiment. This
allows for a quantitative measurement of time to 80% mortality for each population independently.
Once 80% of flies are deceased in the vials, the cages for the respective RS populations are given
access to food. After four days of recovery the flies are given yeasted plates to promote mating
and egg laying for the next generation. The sex-specific data was analyzed using the Kaplan-Meier
Starvation Curve R stats package survminer (version 0.4.6).

4.2.3 Lipid Extraction

For lipid determinations, samples of 15 female and 15 male flies were collected and stored
at -80⁰C for the lipid extraction assay. Frozen 4-day old flies were placed in a 50⁰C oven over night
and then weighed on a microbalance the following morning to record the dry mass (Massdry). Flies
were then subjected to 0.5 mL of Hexane overnight for lipid extraction. The next morning the flies
were removed from the hexane and placed in the 50⁰C oven to dry for 1 hour and then weighed a
second time to measure the lean mass (Masslean) post-lipid extraction. Lipid concentration was
calculated from the difference between Massdry and Masslean (Massdry - Masslean = Masslipids). The
data were analyzed using a Linear mixed-effects ANOVA model where the Generation and
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Population are the fixed-effects variables, and the mean Masslipid varies by the Generation and
Population independently, and the Generation-by-Population interaction. This was followed by a
Tukey post-hoc test for specific significance if there was significance between the Generation-xPopulation interaction.

4.2.4 Metabolic Rate Determinations

Live samples of 16 4-day old female flies per population were set aside for respirometry
assays every generation. I used the Sable MAVEn System to assay metabolic rates of 16 flies
simultaneously. The MAVEn System is designed for small insect flow-through respirometry and
can provide metabolic measurements for up to 16 animals (Sable Systems International, Las
Vegas, NV). Each chamber is assayed for 3 minutes each with a flow rate of 20 mL • min-1. We
subjected samples of 16 4-day old female flies from each population with a total of 6 total runs per
generation. Care was taken to ensure each population was represented in each metabolic chamber
to control for any chamber bias. The rate of CO2 production (Vco2) was calculated from our custom
macro, and the mean Vco2 was calculated for each population and analyzed for statistical
differences using a Linear mixed-effects ANOVA model where the Generation and Population are
the fixed-effects variables, and the mean Vco2 varies by the Generation and Population
independently, and the Generation-by-Population interaction. This was followed by a Tukey posthoc test for specific significance if there was significance between the Generation-x-Population
interaction.

4.2.5 Sample Preparation
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Every generation samples of 4-day old flies were taken from each population for genomic,
lipid and respirometry assays. Pooled samples of 100 females were collected from each population
every generation for genomic DNA extraction. DNA was isolated using DNeasy Blood & Tissue
DNA Extraction Kits (Qiagen) following the provided protocol, including the optional RNase step.
Genomic DNA concentration was calculated using the Qubit Broad Range dsDNA kit.

4.2.6 Library Preparation and Sequencing
We shipped our purified samples to the University of Utah Health Science Center
Genomics Core Facility to generate paired-end libraries with 150-bp mean inserts using the
Nextera DNA Flex Library Prep with UDI (Illumina, San Diego, CA). The multiplexed samples
were sequenced using the Illumina NovaSeq 6000 Sequencer with 100 M read-pairs combining
two-color chemistry along with patterned flow cell technology (Illumina, San Diego, CA).

4.2.7 Mapping and Variant Discovery
Raw reads were aligned to the D. melanogaster genome (Flybase, r6.27) using the
Burrows-Wheeler Aligner program (BWA, version 0.7.17) using the default settings. Reads were
further filtered, and variants identified using a modified version of the pipeline used in Hardy et
al., 2018 (java version 1.8.0_121; SAMtools version 1.8; Picard version 2.18.4; GATK version
3.8-1-0; SnpEff version 4.3t).

4.2.8 Filtering for Quality Control and Sampling Error
Quality control and sampling error corrections were conducted similarly to Hardy et al.
(2018). Quality control measures were performed using the VariantFiltration tool from GATK.
SNPs identified to be within 5 nucleotides of a putative insertion or deletion (indel) were discarded
to reduce possible sampling error. Further, SNPs within proximity to each other (3 SNPs within
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10 bp window) were filtered as well as those with low phred-based quality scores (QUAL <30),
high strand bias (FS > 60), or those with more than four scores of zero for mapping quality across
all samples (MQ>4). I used command line text editors to convert my Variant Call Format (VCF)
files into custom SNP tables containing reference and alternate allele counts ordered by
chromosomes X, 2L, 2R, 3L, 3R. Here, SNPs with <30x coverage or greater than one alternate
allele across all 6 populations were discarded. Custom R scripts further filtered SNPs with minor
allele frequencies of <0.05 across all populations.
To control for SNPs that could be explained by sampling error I performed a scaled ChiSquared analysis independently between the founding population and selection replicates (e.g.
RC0 compared to RSA-1). SNPs were further corrected for multiple comparisons using False
Discovery Rate correction with a 0.05 adjusted P-value threshold.
4.2.9 Principal Components Analysis (PCA) and Pearson Product-Moment Correlation
The R package stats (version 3.6.1) prcomp PCA function was used to visualize differences
in the reference allele frequencies across populations. I plotted the first three pairwise components
in R for each generation. The Pearson Product-Moment Correlation was calculated using the stats
package to perform the test for association/correlation between paired samples (cor.test) to
determine pairwise associations of reference allele frequencies between populations.
4.2.10 Heterozygosity
I calculated heterozygosity for each SNP by 2pq where the alternate alleles were divided
by the total coverage for the respective SNP per population, every generation. The custom
functions in R from Hardy et al. (2018) were used to calculate the heterozygosity of SNPs within
40kb windows with a 2kb genome-wide step size. The sum of the total 40 kb windows was used
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to calculate the mean heterozygosity for each population followed by a one-way ANOVA with a
Tukey’s post hoc test for statistical differences. The “F Test to Compare Two Variances” (var.test)
function from the stats package in R was used to determine pair-wise differences in the variance
of mean heterozygosity between populations. Considering the founding population started with
very high mean genome-wide heterozygosity (>0.4), I set the threshold for contiguous blocks of
low heterozygosity to 0.25 every generation using the intervals (version 0.15.1) package in R. This
allowed me to estimate the rate of heterozygosity depression rather than the rare blocks nearing
with trajectories towards fixation/loss (0.05). The contiguous blocks were characterized for count,
size and genomic location. The coordinates for overlapping contiguous blocks from the RS
populations every generation were used to identify the genes within them using a custom gene
database built from the r6.27 Flybase release.
4.2.11 Genomic Mapping and Gene Ontology Analysis
Custom scripts in R were used to identify the genomic regions of candidate SNPs defined
by the FlyBase r6.27 release. Genes and gene regions with multiple SNPs were counted only once.
Candidate SNPs from generation 9 were further filtered for those that mapped to exons and
promoters. Shared SNPs across populations were identified and graphed using the R package
UpSetR (version 1.4.0). The core shared SNPs from exons and promoters was then filtered by
allele frequency trajectory during the 9 generations. If an allele increased in frequency from the
previous generation, it was given a value of 1. In parallel, if an allele decreased in frequency from
the previous generation, it was given a value of -1. The sum of these values across the 4 sampling
periods was used to filter SNPs for constant increases/decreases in frequency. I set the total
trajectory cutoff for SNPs with values >=3 and <=(-)3. I then identified the total shared candidate
SNPs that increased/decreased across the 9 generations. The core, candidate SNPs were then used
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for the downstream identification of candidate genes. Custom R scripts from Hardy et al. (2018)
were used to identify genes. Candidate genes were mapped to chromosomal location using the R
package chromoMap (version 0.2). The R function cor() was used to calculate the Pearson
correlation coefficients for the change in allele frequency of each candidate SNP with the

Fig.4.2 Evolution of starvation survival time in females from starvation-selected populations. A)
Some RS populations had increased survival time compared to the drift control in Generation 1. B) By
Generation 3 the starvation-selected populations survived starvation significantly longer compared to
the founding population, but not compared to the drift control. C) After 5 generations all the starvationselected populations survived starvation significantly longer than both the founding and drift control
populations. D) The starvation-selected populations continued to evolve increased resistance to
starvation conditions. P-value represents significance across the data set where p < 0.05; Kaplan-Meier
Survival Curve; N= 100 per population per generation.
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phenotypes (lipid content, starvation survival time and metabolic rate). GO functional enrichment
was identified using the 169 core candidate genes as input for the DAVID Functional Annotation
Tool (DAVID 6.8; Huang, Sherman, & Lempicki, 2009)..

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Starvation-selected Drosophila Rapidly Evolve Starvation-Resistance

After 41 generations of no selection pressure, I exposed the founding population to
starvation conditions prior to splitting into the RSA-E populations. The founding population reached
80% mortality at 89 hours. Resistance to starvation after one generation increased as RS flies
reached 80% mortality at 96, 102, 102, 96- and 96-hours (RSA-E respectively) compared to the
founding population and drift control (86-hours, RC1; Fig.4.2 A; Kaplan-Meier survival curve
p=9e-04). By generation 3, there were significant differences between starvation resistance times
across the RS populations, the founding population and the drift control (104, 112, 112, 104, 120and 128-hours, RC3 and RSA-E respectively; Kaplan-Meier survival curve p<0.0001; Fig.4.2 B).
The RS flies’ starvation resistance times significantly increased to 142, 158, 118, 126- and 134hours (RSA-E respectively) compared to both the founding population and drift control (70-hours
RC5; Kaplan-Meier survival curve p<0.0001; Fig.4.2 C) after five generations. Starvation
resistance times evolve, almost linearly, through generation 9 across all RS populations (79, 159,
143, 159, 119- and 159-hours, RC9 and RSA-E respectively; Kaplan-Meier survival curve
p<0.0001; Fig.4.2 D).

4.3.2 Increased Lipid Content Evolves as Early as One Generation After Starvation Selection
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Fig.4.3 Evolution of increased lipid content in females from starvation-selected populations. A)
Starvation-selected populations evolved increased lipid content in as early as one generation. B) By
Generation 3 the starvation-selected populations still had significantly more lipid content but were not
significantly different from the drift control. C) After 5 generations most of the starvation-selected
populations contained more lipids than both the founding and drift control populations. D) All five
starvation-selected populations had significantly more lipid content compared to the founding and drift
control populations. Different letters signify statistically different groups where p < 0.05; Tukey Post
hoc; lme ANOVA; N=15 per population per generation.

Increases in lipid content rapidly evolved by generation 1 in the RS flies (mean Masslipid+standard
error: 0.09+0.01, 0.11+0.01, 0.14+0.01, 0.14+0.01 and 0.03+0.01 mg•fly-1, RSA-E respectively;
Tukey post-hoc; lme ANOVA; p<0.05) compared to the founding population and drift control
(0.07+0.01 and 0.08+0.04 mg•fly-1, RC0 and RC1 respectively; Fig.4.3 A). After three generations
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of starvation selection, lipid stores continued to increase across the RS flies (0.13+0.01, 0.15+0.04,
0.13+0.03, 0.12+0.01 and 0.14+0.04 mg•fly-1, RSA-E respectively) compared to the founding
population, but lipid stores cannot be distinguished from the drift control (RC3=0.12+0.01; Tukey
post-hoc; lme ANOVA; p<0.05; Fig.4.3 B). Evolution for increased lipid content continued after
five generations of starvation selection in the

Fig.4.4 Female flies from starvation-selected populations did not evolve differences in metabolic
rate. There were no differences in standard metabolic rate in the starvation-selected populations
compared to the founding population and drift control from generation 1-9 (A-D). N= 16 per
population per generation.
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RS populations (0.11+0.02, 0.12+0.01, 0.15+0.01, 0.09+0.01, 0.14+0.01 and 0.15+0.01 mg•fly-1,
RC5 and RSA-E respectively; Tukey post-hoc; lme ANOVA; p<0.05; Fig.4.3 C). By generation 9
increased lipid stores were maintained at significantly higher levels compared to the founding
population and drift control (0.08+0.01, 0.14+0.01, 0.15+0.01, 0.12+0.01, 0.13+0.01 and
0.12+0.01 mg•fly-1, RC9 and RSA-E respectively; Tukey post-hoc; lme ANOVA; p<0.05; Fig.4.3
D).
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Fig.4.5 Evolution of genomic heterogeneity in the starvation-selection populations. A-D) PCA plots
of the first two components which explained ~96-, 93-, 90- and 84% of the variation in reference allele
frequency between the populations in (A) generation 1, (B) generation 3, (C) generation 5 and (D)
generation 9 respectively. Black circles represent the founding population, grey circles represent the
drift control and colored circles represent the RSA-E (purple, blue, red, brown and green respectively)
populations.

4.3.3 Not All Indices of Starvation Resistance Evolved Within 10 Generations

Notably, not all phenotypes associated with starvation resistance evolved during this study.
Standard metabolic rate did not change in any of the lines across the entirety of the study (mean
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Vco2+standard error µL•sec.-1•fly-1: RC0=4.48+0.3; generation 1: 4.38+0.4, 4.96+0.2, 5.03+0.3,
4.91+0.2, 4.98+0.2 and 4.53+0.3, RC1 and RSA-E respectively, Fig4.4 A; generation 3: 3.76+0.3,
4.07+0.2, 4.48+0.2, 3.63+0.3, 4.05+0.3 and 3.58+0.2, RC3 and RSA-E respectively, Fig4.4 B;
generation 5: 4.40+0.2, 4.49+0.3, 4.96+0.2, 4.99+0.2, 4.44+0.2 and 4.59+0.2, RC5 and RSA-E
respectively, Fig.4.4 C; generation 9: 4.89+0.2, 4.94+0.2, 5.24+0.3, 5.03+0.1, 5.22+0.3 and
4.82+0.2, RC9 and RSA-E respectively, Fig.4.4 D).

4.3.4 Genomic Differentiation Evolves Rapidly in Starvation-Selected Drosophila

4.1

I sequenced 100-pooled female flies from the founding population (hereafter referred to as
“RC0”) and split the population into 5 Restart Selection lines (“RSA-E” hereafter “RS” populations)
and 1 genetic drift control line (hereafter “RC” population). During generations 1, 3, 5 and 9 we
sequenced whole genomes of 100-pooled females for each of the 5 starvation-selected populations
and the respective fed drift control for each generation (see Materials and Methods for more
detailed evolutionary history; Fig. 4.1). After mapping and filtering raw sequence reads for quality
control, the resulting sets of 719,031 (129x coverage + 2), 773,600 (134x coverage + 6), 800,546
(131x coverage + 4) and 830,702 (122x coverage + 4) polymorphisms were obtained across all 6
populations for generations 1, 3, 5 and 9 respectively (Table 4.1). For each generation we
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performed a principal components analysis (PCA) to visualize the evolution of the relationships
between populations with respect to reference allele frequency. After 1 generation of starvationselection most of the variation was explained across the first two principal components
(PC1=94.2%, PC2=1.1%; Fig.4.5 A). After three generations of starvation selection, further
variation in reference allele frequency by the RS populations yields populations RSB-D apart from
the RC and RC0 lines (PC1=91%, PC2=2%; Fig.4.5 B). As experimental evolution progresses to
5 generations of starvation-selection, a similar clustering pattern is observed within the RS
populations compared to the RC and RC0 populations. Of note, the RSE population is now
distinctly differentiated from the rest of the populations (PC1=85.5%, PC2=4.3%; Fig.4.5C).
Finally, 9 generations of experimental evolution yield distinct clustering of all 5 RS populations

Fig.4.6 Generation 1 Genome-wide heterozygosity. A) Genome-wide sliding window heterozygosity
plots (40 kb window, with 2 kb steps). RSA-E (purple, blue, red, brown and green respectively) did not
display many regional declines in heterozygosity compared to the founding population (black). B) this
was further observed with no difference in mean heterozygosity per 100 kb blocks. C) There were little
differences in variance in the RS populations. D) The RS populations had roughly the same number of
extended regions of ‘low’ heterozygosity (2pq<0.25) with no significant differences in size of
contiguous blocks of low heterozygosity (E). See materials and methods for statistical tests.
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apart from the RC and RC0 populations (PC1=78.2%, PC2=6.7%; Fig.4.5 D).

To compare genomic trends, I calculated the Pearson product-moment correlation
coefficients (r) in a pairwise manner with respect to the changing reference allele frequency across
generations (between the RS and RC0 populations). After one generation of starvation-selection
the RS populations were highly correlated (r=0.92-0.93) with each other and the founding

Fig.4.7 Generation 3 Genome-wide heterozygosity. A) Genome-wide sliding window heterozygosity
plots (40 kb window, with 2 kb steps). RSA-E (purple, blue, red, brown and green respectively) began to
display differences in regional declines in heterozygosity compared to the founding population (black)
with some regions becoming more stable. B) There were no difference in mean heterozygosity per 100
kb blocks. There were less (C) variance, (D) number of extended regions of ‘low’ heterozygosity
(2pq<0.25) and (E) no significant differences in size of contiguous blocks of low heterozygosity. See
materials and methods for statistical tests.

population. Correlations between the RS populations begin to decrease (r=0.87-0.88) but were still
highly correlated with the RC0 population (r=0.88-0.91) after 3 generations. Five generations of
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starvation-selection resulted in the RS populations decreasing in correlation from each other even
further (r=0.74-0.84) and the RC0 population (r=0.79-0.88) especially in the RSE population. By
generation 9 correlation between RS populations (r=0.64-0.79) decreased more than compared to
the RC0 population (r=0.71-0.84). For the duration of the study the genetic drift control population
remained highly correlated with the founding population (r=0.94, 0.94, 0.95 and 0.93; generations
1, 3, 5 and 9 respectively)

Fig.4.8 Generation 5 Genome-wide heterozygosity. A) Genome-wide sliding window heterozygosity
plots (40 kb window, with 2 kb steps). RSA-E (purple, blue, red, brown and green respectively) continued
to display differences in regional declines in heterozygosity compared to the founding population
(black) with more regions declined in heterozygosity. B) Average heterozygosity declined in specific
RS populations, but there were no significant differences. C) Variance increased in the RSB population
correlated with an increase in the (D) number of extended regions of ‘low’ heterozygosity (2pq<0.25)
and significantly larger contiguous blocks of low heterozygosity (E). The other 4 RS populations were
indistinguishable from drift. See materials and methods for statistical tests.

4.3.5 Changes in Genome-Wide Heterozygosity Levels Do Not Provide Evidence for Selective
Sweeps
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Selection events can yield increases in loci frequency that confer fitness advantages in the
face of selection pressures. Regions within linkage disequilibrium may increase in frequency
resulting in reduced variation highlighted by a decrease in heterozygosity (Burke 2012). We
characterized regional effects of selection in the RS populations for generations 1, 3, 5 and 9 by
calculating the average heterozygosity for blocks of SNPs across the genome (see Materials and
Methods for more detailed steps). The RC0 population maintained high levels of genome-wide
heterozygosity (Black lines, Fig.4.6 A), consisting of average block heterozygosity equal to 0.406
(Fig.4.6 B) with low variance at 1.3x10−3 (Fig.4.6 C). The contiguous blocks of low heterozygosity
(<0.25) in the founding population were in low amounts (count=26; Fig.4.6 D) and relatively small
(mean block size + standard error = 114+3 KB; Fig.4.6 E). The RS populations displayed very
similar levels of heterozygosity during the early generations of selection with more regional
declines of heterozygosity occurring from generation to generation. After just 1 generation of
selection, the RS populations still maintained consistent genome-wide levels of heterozygosity
(colored lines, Fig.4.6 A) averaging 0.402, 0.402, 0.402, 0.401 and 0.403 (RSA-E respectively;
Fig.4.6 B) genome-wide heterozygosity with low variance (8.4x10-4, 9.2x10-4, 9.6x10-4, 1.0x10-3,
9.7x10-4 and 8.7x10-4, RC1 and RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.6 C). Contiguous blocks of low
heterozygosity were limited in count (21, 24, 24, 34, 27 and 20, RC1 and RSA-E respectively;
Fig.6.4 D) and size (114+2, 117+3, 117+2, 122+3, 118+3 and 118+3 KB, RC and RSA-E
respectively; Fig.4.6 E) and were statistically indistinguishable from the founding population and
drift control (p<0.05; see materials and methods for statistical analyses). As selection continued to
generation 3, the RS populations experienced regional changes in heterozygosity (Fig.4.7 A)
annotated by slight decreases in average genome-wide heterozygosity (0.397, 0.395, 0.392, 0.394,
0.394 and 0.397, RC and RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.7 B), decreased variance (8.3x10-4, 7.4x10-4,
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8.9x10-4, 8.6x10-4, 8.4x10-4 and 6.7x10-4, RC3 and RSA-E respectively ; Fig.4.7 C) and decreased
in the number of contiguous blocks of low heterozygosity (19, 9, 14, 20, 19 and 8, RC and RS A-E
respectively; Fig.4.7 D). Although he number of blocks of low heterozygosity actually decreased,
the mean size of blocks of low heterozygosity did not significantly change compared to the
founding population and drift control (111+3, 110+2, 111+2, 118+3, 114+3 and

Fig.4.9 Generation 9 Genome-wide heterozygosity. A) Genome-wide sliding window heterozygosity
plots (40 kb window, with 2 kb steps). RSA-E (purple, blue, red, brown and green respectively) continued
to display more regional declines in heterozygosity compared to the founding population (black). B)
Many of the RS populations had decreased mean heterozygosity per 100 kb blocks but were not
statistically significant from the founding population. The RS populations had more (C) variance and
(D) number of extended regions of ‘low’ heterozygosity (2pq<0.25) but the (E) sizes of contiguous
blocks of low heterozygosity were indistinguishable from the drift control. See materials and methods
for statistical tests.

115+5 KB, RC and RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.7 E). After 5 generations of starvation-selection,
regional declines in heterozygosity were more exaggerated (Fig4.8 A). RS populations
experienced slightly more decreases in average genome-wide heterozygosity (0.381, 0.372, 0.380,
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0.381 and 0.377, RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.8 B) with increased variance (9.0x10-4, 1.2x10-3,
2.0x10-3, 9.9x10-4, 1.0x10-3 and 1.1x10-3, RC5 and RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.8 C) compared to the
founding population, but were indistinguishable from the drift control population (RC5=0.388
mean heterozygosity with variance). There were notable increased number of contiguous blocks
of low heterozygosity in two of the RS populations (14, 35, 61, 19, 19 and 25, RC and RSA-E
respectively; Fig.4.8 D) consisting of larger average contiguous blocks of low heterozygosity
(119+4, 123+4, 171+11, 121+4, 117+4 and 119+3 KB, RC and RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.8 E).
Lastly, 9 generations of starvation

A

B

C

D

Fig.4.10 Genomic Distribution of Low Heterozygosity Blocks. The number of contiguous blocks of
low heterozygosity increased from (A-D) generation 1 through generation 9 and were inconsistent across
the RS replicates. The “ALL” horizontal axis displays the regions that overlap across the RS populations.
These regions tend to localize around chromosome centromeres and ends. The regions are not to scale;
they were made large to visualize the approximate region.
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selection yielded sustained lower average genome-wide heterozygosity (0.40, 0.387, 0.377, 0.371,
0.369 and 0.361, RC and RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.9 B) in the RS flies along with increased
variance (8.4x10-4,

1.2x10-3, 1.7x10-3, 1.6x10-3, 1.8x10-3 and 2.0x10-3, RC5 and RSA-E

respectively; Fig.4.9 C). Further, all the RS populations increased in the number of contiguous
blocks of low heterozygosity (18, 31, 87, 58, 76 and 79, RC and RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.9 D),
but did not increase in average block size (111+3, 118+3, 129+3, 123+3, 128+3 and 131+4 KB ,
RC and RSA-E respectively; Fig.4.9 E).

I identified overlapping regions of contiguous blocks of low heterozygosity across the RS
populations to obtain homologous signatures of selection (Fig.4.10). Most blocks were associated
with specific populations, but there were limited regions of shared blocks of low heterozygosity
distributed near chromosome ends and centromeres (Fig.4.10). Interestingly, The X chromosome
had the most shared regions of low heterozygosity.

4.3.6 Finding Polymorphisms That Are Consistent with Selection
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Fig.4.11 Evolution of candidate loci. The graphs display the absolute difference in allele frequency
between the replicates and founding population. Colored points indicate SNPs whose absolute
difference in allele frequency was greater than the Drift Threshold, making them consistent with
selection. Loci in black were indistinguishable from drift. All 5 RS populations evolved increases in
candidate SNP frequency that were consistent with selection from generation 1-9.

Genomic islands of low heterozygosity are indicative of selection yielding a variant and
“sweeping” linked regions with the selected locus. Complete sweeps are however less likely to
occur in the evolution of complex phenotypes, resulting in species responding to selection through
incomplete sweeps not leading towards fixation (Burke 2012). Therefore, it may prove difficult to
distinguish loci that experience a change in allele frequency from genetic drift from generation-togeneration. To refine SNPs consistent with selection from genetic drift I used our RC population
as the genetic drift control for generations 1, 3, 5 and 9.
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I set the minor allele frequencies for each SNP in the RC0 population as the starting allele
frequency. These values were then rounded to the nearest one hundredth to estimate the Drift
Threshold for each SNP respectively. The Drift Threshold for each SNP was calculated by the

Fig.4.12 Genomic Characterization of SNPs Under Selection. A-D) the RS populations had nearly
identical distributions of SNPs in different genomic elements. SNPs from the drift control population
(grey) consistently map to the same number of genomic features. In contrast, the number of SNPs on
Exons and promoters increased from generation-to-generation in the RS populations.

absolute difference in allele frequency between the RC0 and RC populations for each generation
respectively (e.g. |MAFRC0-MAFRC-1|). If the absolute difference in allele frequency between the
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selection replicates and the RC0 population was less than the Drift Threshold, the SNP earned a
“FAIL” score and was discarded (e.g. |MAFRC0-MAFRSA-3|<|MAFRC0-MAFRC-3|, “FAIL”). A drift
simulation threshold was used to identify SNPs in the RC population that significantly increased
greater than expected by drift. Correcting for drift for each generation left me with 352, 363, 984,
838 and 837 SNPs in generation 1 (RSA-E respectively); 40,158, 20,190, 26,981, 62,916 and
38,443 in generation 3; 73,189, 84,410, 98,683, 120,689 and 165,720 in generation 5; and 106,743,
118,758, 180,205, 173,969

Fig.4.13. Selection targeted largely dissimilar loci with few shared, core SNPs across the RS
populations. A) Candidate SNPs filtered from exons and promoter regions in the RS populations had
unique responses to selection with only 7065 shared SNPs between any 4 and all 5 RS populations. B)
Trajectories of the 7065 candidate SNPs to identify SNPs that constantly decreased and increased in
frequency. Max values for SNPs that continually increased is 4 (yellow) and the max value for SNPs
that continually decreased is -4 (Navy).

and 225,720 in generation 9. Notably, the number of SNPs that were consistent with selection
increased from generation-to-generation of starvation selection. I plotted the absolute difference
in minor allele frequency between our RS populations and the founding population for each SNP
across the genome and highlighted candidate SNPs (Fig.4.11). I then characterized each SNP’s
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genomic feature by mapping them to either total gene regions, exons, introns, promoters and
intergenic regions (Fig.4.12). The percent of SNPs mapped to the genomic features is almost
identical from generations 3-9. Interestingly, I also observed increases in SNPs on exons and
promoters in the RS populations from generation-to-generation (Fig.4.12). In comparison, SNPs
that randomly increased in frequency in the RC population exhibited the same genomic distribution
every generation (Fig.4.12).
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Fig.4.14 Identifying core SNPs under constant selection across the RS populations. A) 169 core,
candidate SNPs filtered from exons and promoter regions that constantly decreased (Navy) and
increased (yellow) in the RS populations through the 9 generations. B) SNPs that were filtered that
constantly increased in frequency across the 9 generations are unique to populations. Only a total 121
candidate SNPs that constantly increased in frequency are shared across the RS populations. C) Only
48 of the candidate SNPs that constantly decreased in frequency are shared between the RS populations.

Because I observed increases in SNPs on exons and promoters, I focused my attention to these
regions. From the candidate SNPs in generation 9 I filtered by those on exons and promoters which
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brought me down to 42,240, 27,813, 42,212, 41,077 and 53,438 candidates (RSA-E respectively;
Fig.4.13 A). There was a mix of shared and unique SNPs across the RS populations with a total of
7065 core SNPs shared between any 4 and all 5 populations (Fig.4.13 A). I wanted to identify
SNPs that consistently increased/decreased in frequency across the 9 generations from

4.2

4.3

the core 7065 SNPs (Fig.4.13 B). I further filtered the core SNPs by those that increased/decreased
in frequency across any combination of the 3 and 4 sampling periods. Of the shared candidate
SNPs on exons and promoters, 121 SNPs that consistently increased in frequency were shared
across the RS populations (Fig.4.14 B). In parallel, 48 SNPs that consistently decreased in
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frequency were shared across the RS populations (Fig.4.14 C). Together this provided me with a
total

of

169

core

candidate

SNPs

(Fig.4.14A).

4.3.7 The Early Mechanisms of Adaptation Are Related to Intracellular Signal Transduction,
Neurogenesis, Dephosphorylation and Axon Guidance

Fig.4.15 Chromosomal mapping of candidate alleles over time. Candidate alleles changed in
frequency from the (A) founding population through (E) generation 9. Red indicates maximum allele
frequency (1.0) and Navy represents minimum allele frequency (0.0). Note, alleles are not to scale; they
were made large to visualize the approximate region.

After identifying the 169 shared SNPs across populations, I determined the 85 unique genes
they map to. Shared genes were mapped with their average MAF across the populations to their
chromosomal location over time (Fig.4.15 A-E). The 169 shared SNPs mapped to 85 genes
enriched in the Gene Ontology (GO) categories for Intracellular Signal Transduction
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(GO:0035556), Neurogenesis (GO:0022008), Dephosphorylation (GO:0016311) and Axon
Guidance (GO:0007411; Table 4.3). After tracking the frequencies of the candidate SNPs, I
observed rapid increases/decreases in allele frequency from the founding population to generation
1 (Fig.4.16 D). The rapid changes in allele frequency were highly correlated with increased lipid
content and starvation resistance (Fig.4.16 G&H). These alleles continued to increase/decrease in
frequency for the remainder of the study with maintained high correlation to the phenotypes.
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Fig.4.16 Direct associations of candidate loci with the phenotype evolution. A-C) show the response
of the phenotypes (lipid content, Starvation survival, metabolic rate) to starvation selection. A) Lipid
content rapidly increased in generation 1 and slowly increased from generation 3-5 and plateaued
thereafter. B) Starvation survival times continued to increase every generation. C) Metabolic rate did
not evolve differences during the 9 generations. D-F) shows the changes in allele frequency of the 169
core candidate alleles. Candidate alleles continually increased (green-yellow) and decreased (greennavy) in frequency throughout the study. G-I) show the correlation between change in allele frequency
and the phenotypes. G) The candidate SNPs are immediately highly (-1 Navy, 1 yellow) correlated with
increased lipid content and continue to remain highly correlated throughout the study. H) The candidate
SNPs show a mix of high and low (-0.5-0.5, green) correlations through 3 generations but increased in
correlation thereafter. I) Candidate SNPs did not show constant correlations with metabolic rate.

This allowed me to directly correlate candidate genes with the evolution of the phenotypes for
increased lipid content and starvation survival. Table 4.4 lists the genes with the highest correlation
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(>= 0.90, <=-0.90) of change in minor allele frequency with lipid content respective to generation.
Similarly, Table 4.5 lists the genes with the highest correlation (>= 0.90, <=-0.90) of change in
minor allele frequency with starvation survival time respective to generation. Note that many of
the genes are uncharacterized and are mapped to promoter regions.

4.4 Discussion

Here I report rapid physiological and genomic evolution of starvation resistance in as early
as one generation. The novel experimental design implemented in this time-series E&R study
utilized a founding population combined with a drift control population to directly correlate
candidate loci with the evolving phenotypes in starvation-selected populations. To my
understanding, a combination of an ancestral control population along with a drift control
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population has not been used in E&R studies before. Further, the selection regime controlled for
differences in food quality, laboratory conditions and population dynamics (size, age and
reproduction) during selection. Over the course of this study, there was an increased mix of shared
and unique responses to selection correlated with the starvation-resistant phenotype. After one
generation of selection, I observed high genomic uniqueness across the RS populations, yet all the
starvation-selected populations converge on the same physiological phenotype for increased lipid
content. Starvation resistance and the correlated increase in lipid content continued to directionally
evolve through 10 generations. The genomic underpinnings of rapid evolution identified here
indicate polygenic adaptation from a core set of alleles under constant selection. These alleles
rapidly change in frequency after one generation of starvation selection with high correlation to

4.5

lipid content. Overall starvation-resistance evolves more slowly, as thus the candidate
SNPS do not become highly correlated with starvation resistance until after 3 generations of
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selection. I was able to take these results and directly associate candidate loci with the evolving
phenotypes correlated with starvation resistance. Most of the highly correlated, candidate genes
identified in this study have yet to be characterized highlighting the need to understand the genetic
underpinnings of starvation resistance. Here, I discuss the evolutionary mechanisms driving early
adaptation to starvation, how allelic responses of genes under selection change over time and how
the underlying genomic evolution integrates with physiological adaptations.

Here, I observe evolved physiological and genomic responses to selection as early as one
generation. The physiological response to starvation selection in the RS populations was
convergence on increased lipid content, yet there was high uniqueness between selection replicates
in the underlying genomic response after one generation. After 3 generations of starvation
selection, RS populations responded with more increases in lipid content and overall starvation
resistance. RS populations were still uniquely responding at the genomic level but did have an
increase in enriched core set of SNPs (267) mapped to 150 genes. The selection replicates further
evolved increased lipid content and starvation resistance (almost linearly) along with a core set of
2152 SNPs mapped to 798 genes after 5 generations, and 5405 shared SNPs mapped to 1622 genes
after 9 generations of starvation selection. Similar studies have revealed rapid evolved responses
to selection in as little as five generations (Harshman and Schmid 1998). This study indicates rapid
responses to selection can occur at the genomic and physiological level in just one generation. This
may be an artifact of our experimental design considering our selection regime imposes highly
lethal selection pressures (80-90% mortality/generation). However, I conciously maintained
experimental replicate population levels at ~4000 individuals to retain ~700-1000 individuals postselection for similar effective population sizes with the drift control population. Considering the
effective population sizes are comparable, I suspect the rapid responses to selection I observed are
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not artifacts and resemble Drosophila population characteristics for responses to selection in
nature.

The level of selection in this study are more often observed in experimental culling or
domestication (Bennett, 2003; Rose et al., 1990), but there is evidence for strong selection in
nature. Extreme selection events can result in mass mortality from strong selection on
physiological performance and fitness of individuals in the population. Mass mortality events
deplete (possibly selectively) standing genetic variation thus reshaping the genetic architecture of
populations going forward (Agrawal, Hastings, Johnson, Maron, & Salminen, 2012; Jain &
Stephan, 2017; Kang et al., 2016; Mallard, Nolte, Tobler, Kapun, & Schlötterer, 2018; Williams
et al., 2016). Some examples include temperature selection on intertidal limpets leading to rapid
evolution of upper lethal temperatures (Dowd, King, & Denny, 2015), algal blooms causing mass
mortality leading to genetic shifts in abalone populations (De Wit, Rogers-Bennett, Kudela, &
Palumbi, 2014) and rapid phenotypic and genetic responses to increased insect herbivory in the
evening primrose plant after 1 generation (Agrawal et al., 2012). Such events are often caused by
abrupt and/or sustained environmental perturbations. In fact, in nature Drosophila species are
exposed to seasonal abiotic perturbations that rapidly alter allele frequencies as much as 20% from
season-to-season (Bergland, Behrman, O’Brien, Schmidt, & Petrov, 2014). Drosophila species’
seasonal exposure to abiotic selection pressures possibly increases the ability of the poulation as a
whole to rapidly respond to extreme natural selection by maintaining rapid-response alleles in the
population. I suspect that although our populations were derived from long-standing laboratory
control populations, they still maintained elevated standing genetic variation from selection in the
evolutionary past.
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Selection largely acts on the standing genetic variation within sexually reproductive
populations. This is true for laboratory adaptation in Drosophila, and often times leads to
convergent evolution across experimental evolution replicates (Burke, 2012; Hardy et al., 2018;
Kang et al., 2016). Here, Dr. Gibbs and I constructed an experimental evolution setting so our
founding population contained high levels of standing genetic variation for selection to act on. The
founding population had high genome-wide heterozygosity with few contiguous regions of low
heterozygosity (<0.25; Fig.6.4). This highly heterogenous genetic variation allows me to observe
selective sweeps or polygenic adaptation across the genome throughout our study. Often in asexual
species, adaptation can occur through beneficial de novo mutations arising and “sweeping”
towards fixation, otherwise known as “hard” selective sweeps (Burke, 2012). However, “hard”
sweeps are unlikely to occur in sexually reproductive E&R studies as observed in Hardy et al.
(2018). Patterns of “hard” sweeps can arise, but it is unlikely that beneficial de novo mutations are
driving adaptation due to low population sizes and few generations. Here, this E&R study does not
observe patterns of selective sweeps during rapid evolution. The blocks of low heterozygosity
observed in the RS populations were indistinguishable from the drift control for the duration of
the study. My data suggests that the RS flies are not rapidly evolving by means of selective sweeps.
Considering the RS populations’ signatures of sweeps can’t be distinguished from our drift
control, I suspect that the genetic differentiation observed is due to selection causing polygenic
adaptation. I didn’t observe increases in the size of sweeps, but I did observe increases in the
number of regional declines in heterozygosity. Importantly, the increases in contiguous blocks of
low heterozygosity are occurring genome-wide across the starvation-selected replicates. I can’t set
aside the impacts of drift driving these regional declines, so I stringently controlled for it using the
drift control population as the drift threshold for MAF each generation. This allowed for me to use
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a biologically relevant MAF threshold, compared to drift threshold simulations. After controlling
for drift each generation, I observed genome-wide candidate SNPs suggesting the genomic
response to selection is not limited to specific sweeping regions. I further observed differences in
the genomic architecture that the candidate SNPs were mapping to. I would expect that under no
selection, SNPs that have diverged greater than expected by drift would either be randomly
scattered across the genome or maintain a similar genomic pattern every generation. I observed
the latter in the drift control population. SNPs that randomly changed in frequency greater than
that expected by drift mapped to the different genomic regions at the same frequency every
generation. Contrary, candidate SNPs identified from generation to generation in the RS
populations were mapping to exons and promoters at higher frequencies from generation 1-5. This
suggests that selection was largely acting on alleles with functional effects. This allowed me to
filter the candidate SNPs by only those that mapped to exon and promoter regions.

The ability of populations to rapidly respond to extreme selection through polygenic
adaptation seems to occur in phases (Taus, Futschik, & Schlötterer, 2017). The selected allele
frequencies are expected to rapidly change until the fitness optimum is approached, thus resulting
in plateaus of allele frequency (Chevin & Hospital, 2008; Kang et al., 2016; Pavlidis, Metzler, &
Stephan, 2012). Time series E&R studies have indicated 3 phases of rapid evolution: phase 1)
alleles rapidly change in frequency until the population has adapted, phase 2) allele frequencies
plateua post-adapatation and phase 3) allele frequencies experience divergent trajectories
(Franssen, Kofler, & Schlötterer, 2017). Our study identifies many alleles with phase 1 & 2
occuring to varying degrees for the duration of the study. In order to identify candidate SNPs that
were constantly under selection, I filtered for those that remained in phase 1 through all 9
generations. This provided a core set of candidate SNPs that selection was driving towards
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fixation/loss with high correlation to the evolving phenotpes. Interestingly, I was able to observe
differences in allele correlations to lipid content and starvation survival time. The core 169
candidate SNPs were highly correlated with lipid content as early as generation 1, but did not have
sustained high correlations to starvation-survival until generations 3 and 5. This suggests that the
rapid response to starvation selection first acts on loci involved with energy storage which over
time evolve changes in starvation survival time. While I have observed high correlation of
candidate alleles with the phenotypes, it would be interesting to further identify the functional
relationship of different combinations of the candidate alleles with lipid content and starvation
resistance.

Most E&R studies utilize either laboratory natural selection or truncating selection. While
the experimental design in this study is laboratory natural selection, it does impose characteristics
of truncating selection where the most extreme phenotypes contribute to the next generation. Since
the starvation-selection pressure is not fixed, the time to 80-90% mortality increases each
generation causing further selection on the available starvation resistant alleles that evolved from
the past selection event. One might argue that selection pressures in nature would be less extreme
favoring the evolution of intermediate phenotypes. A more constant selection pressure might be
less directional over time and allow for more genome-wide drift and recombination events to occur
after the population has ‘adapted’ (phase 3 characteristics; Franssen et al., 2017). The amount of
loci under selection therefore might not increase from generation-to-generation as I see in my
results. I suspect my findings are ecologically relevant given current climate change
circumstances. Populations in the arctic are experiencing increased temperature/resource selection
pressures every year (Prop et al., 2015), western US forest populations are facing increased fire
seasons every year (Abatzoglou & Williams, 2016) and coastal marine communities are exposed
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to increasing extreme storm events (Brown, Ciavola, Masselink, McCall, & Plater, 2016) to name
a few. Thus, experimental evolution with truncating selection regimes helps us identify the rapid
response ability of populations to seasonally-increasing selection pressures in nature.

The landscape for polygenic selection to act on is remarkably extensive considering the
various genomic architectures, molecular networks, physiological landscapes and fitness
functions. Physiologically, numerous mechanisms can be employed to survive starvation including
increasing energy reserves, reducing the rate of energy usage and increased tolerance of organ
systems to starvation stress (Reynolds, 2013). These mechanisms can act independent of one
another providing selection multiple physiological and molecular targets to act on. The genetic
networks underlying these mechanisms prove to be just as complex with many convergent and
independent functions. The genome-wide responses to starvation-selection observed here, suggest
rapid polygenic adaptation enriched in biological processes for responding to stimulii. More
specifically, the gene ontology analysis of the SNPs under constant selection enriched in
chategories related to cell signaling and neurogenesis. Although this data cannot determine exactly
how these signaling pathways have evolved, it is very important for understanding how
populations respond to starvation conditions. Chapter 2 and 3 go into detail about cell signaling
pathways that have a direct role in response to dietary resrtiction. Small changes in any of these
pathways can lead to significant differences in signaling efficiency. The role of neurogenesis in
starvation selection is interesting. Adult neurogenesis has not been observed in Drosophila,
however, larval neurogenesis has been well documented (reviewed in Lanet & Maurange, 2014).
Under nutrient restriction larvae cease cell proliferation in almost all tissues except for the central
nervous system (reviewed in Lanet & Maurange, 2014). There seems to be a brain-sparing effect
observed in both mammals and flies suggesting that development of a functional central nervous
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system can not efficiently occur if cell size and number are reduced in response to nutrient
restriction (reviewed in Lanet & Maurange, 2014). Starvation-selection in this study was imposed
on adult flies, however, most adult phenotypes are a result of larval development. Previous studies
on starvation-selected Drosophila larvae have observed developmental delays (J. Clark, personal
comm.). It would be interesting to explore if there are any differecnes in neurogenesis during these
delays. Increased neurogenesis during development may provide neuroprotection during nutrient
restriction in the adult flies.

While I do observe a core set of candidate SNPs that constantly show signatures of
selection, I do want to comment that many of the candidates during the study did not display this
pattern. There seemed to be an orderly pattern of candidate alleles rising in frequency and
plateuaing before they reach fixation. This pattern has been observed in two separate computer
models for the evolution of developmental polygenic traits (Nijhout & McKenna, 2017; Nijhout
& Paulsen, 1997). However, these models suggest that this pattern occurs after the sets of alleles
are fixed. Allele frequencies in this study may have begun to plateau before reaching fixation due
to several different mechanisms such as: linkage to alleles under selection, heterozygote
overdominance, or antagonistic alleles are under selection in parallel (Kang et al., 2016). The
physiological landscape for starvation resistance to evolve is remarkably complex. Various
combinations of allele frequencies, molecular networks, physiological responses, etc. could impact
the trajectories of selected loci resulting in allele frequency plateua before reaching fixation.
Nevertheless, a simple explanation to this complex pattern can be explained by the fact that not
all genes share the same level of correlation with the phenotypes (Nijhout & McKenna, 2017).
Future work should mine through this data to try to characterize different signatures of selection.
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I have repeatedly mentioned that the physiological landscape for starvation-resistance is
vast with many independent targets for selection to act on. Thus, it is not surprising that the overall
starvation-resistance phenotype does not plateau by 10 generations of starvation selection. In fact,
it displayed an almost linear increase over the course of the study. I suspect that the overall
starvation-resistant phenotype has not reached a fitness optimum and is still in the phase 1 stage
of rapid evolution. While increased lipid content appears to plateau, work from Hardy et al. (2018)
indicate that these phenotypes in starvation-selected Drosophila do not plateua even after 83
generations of selection. The data here suggest that the evolution of the obese phenotype occurs
before the evolution of reduced metabolism indicating alleles for energy storage and maintenance
might be under more immediate selection. Previous studies have observed starvation-selected flies
eventually evolving differences in metabolic rate (Hardy et al., 2018; Masek et al., 2014). I suspect
that alleles for reduced metabolism may have become under selection if the study had continued
past 10 generations.

Another interesting finding from this study was the sex-specific responses to starvation
selection. Only data from female flies were displayed in this study because males did not evolve
differences in any of the phenotypes through 10 generations. One likely reason for this is that the
males do not need to survive starvation conditions to conrtibute their alleles to the next generations.
Instead, it is likely the males are under a different selection to mate early. A recent study with the
long-term starvation-selected D. melanogaster populations observed differences in male courtship
(Billings et al., 2018). It would be very interesting to sequence the genomes of the males from
these generations to see if there are any alleles under selection. Alleles with signatures of selection
might be candidates for evolved courtship behavior. Moreover, comparing genomic data between
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males and females can shed light onto their evolutionary differences. This may be an example of
how sexual dimorphisms can evolve.

This study was able to directly associate candidate loci with the evolving phenotypes due
to the novel experimental evolution design implemented. I identified a core set of candidate genes
that were constantly under selection. It is important to note that many of these genes are not fully
characterized highlighting the need for greater understanding of the genetic architecture of
starvation resistance and obese phenotypes. The list of candidate genes from this study should be
used for functional validation of these loci with the evolved phenotypes.
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5. Conclusions and future directions
5.1 Molecular and Physiological Mechanisms of Starvation Resistance
This study scratched the surface of the many physiological mechanisms that can be
contributing to the obese, starvation-resistant phenotype in the SS flies. I identified possible
mechanistic differences for starvation resistance in the starvation-selected Drosophila. PLIN1
concentrations were different in the SS flies compared to the FC plies during the course of
starvation. While there are indications that PLIN1 may affect the rate of lipolysis, there are
undoubtedly many other molecular candidates that need to be functionally vetted. Future work can
focus on integrative ‘omics to assay the various molecular and physiological platforms that have
evolved. Because we have already identified candidate genes, the bioinformatic analyses for
proteomics and transcriptomics can focus on pathways that candidate genes are involved in.
This work will help understand the mechanism of SS flies’ starvation-resistance, but also
lay out the possible mechanisms underlying fat regulation in human obesity. A major hurdle for
many obese individuals is the difficulty in burning fat. The physiological mechanism underlying
diet-induced lipolysis may be different between individuals due to different genetic backgrounds.
Understanding differences in the molecular and physiological mechanisms of lipolysis can guide
healthcare professionals in providing personalized healthcare for obese patients.
5.2 plin1 as a Candidate for Obesity
This study physiologically assayed plin1 as a candidate for obesity in the SS flies. The
plin1SS allele found in high frequencies in the SS flies had a 5’ UTR donor splice variant which
could impact the regulation of this gene. Homozygosity for this allele correlated with increased
starvation survival times, increased mass and lipid content. While possible differences in genetic
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background of the homozygous flies cannot be ignored, this data does suggest that the plin1SS allele
is a candidate for increased starvation resistance. Further studies can assay the transcript levels of
flies homozygous for this allele compared to the alternate, plin1FC allele. This allele can also be
genetically engineered in several different ways: 1) plin1SS can be inserted into flies with different
genomic backgrounds than the flies maintained in the Gibbs lab; 2) the plin1FC allele can be
engineered into the SS flies to observe how the alternate allele impacts the phenotypes in the SS
genomic background.
Analogous human Perilipin1 alleles have already been suggested to be linked to human
obesity. These alleles have similar variants in the 5’UTR which are associated with differential fat
storage in obese patients. Integrative approaches can identify the relationship between Perilipin1
alleles and fat storage across human populations. Identifying as many Perilipin1 alleles as possible
will help determine the genetic architecture and possible selection at this locus. In turn, this locus
can be used for research into genetic predispositions for obesity.
5.3 Rapid Physiological and Genomic Evolution of Starvation-Resistance
The novel time series E&R study I conducted was able to directly correlate candidate
alleles with starvation resistance and lipid content during evolution of the phenotypes. Moreover,
it gave crucial insights into the mechanisms of rapid evolution. I identified that rapid evolution
occurs via polygenic adaptation through sets of alleles evolving at different rates. The first, more
rapidly responding alleles have the highest correlation to the evolving phenotypes. After these
alleles plateau in frequency, another set of alleles increases in frequency with high correlation to
the evolving phenotype. With this pattern, I was able to identify that lipid content evolves first
associated with few, rapidly evolving loci. Starvation resistance seems to evolve not too long after
with almost a linear association with the evolving sets of alleles. I hypothesize that this pattern
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would continue until the population has adapted to starvation selection. Identifying this pattern is
important to directly associate candidate loci with phenotypes. It further provides another filtering
mechanism for choosing which candidates to functionally validate. Candidates can be vetted by 1)
when they were distinguished from drift, 2) their change in allele frequency and 3) their correlation
to the phenotype.
This work sheds light onto the evolution of human obesity. Rather than the idea that one
large effect gene is responsible for obesity, it is more likely a “Thrifty Genes Hypothesis”. Many
‘thrifty’ genes may have been under positive selection at different rates in our evolutionary past
which are present to differing degrees in modern populations.
5.4 Future Directions
I wanted to use this work as a precursor to understand how the genome integrates with
physiology, specifically in the context of human obesity. Obesity is a very complex trait and can
manifest via various mechanisms. Obesity is characterized by the Centers for Disease Control and
Prevention as weight that is higher than the considered healthy weight for a given height
(CDC.gov). The Body Mass Index (BMI) is used as a proxy for the amount of stored fat. Increases
in BMI/stored fat have generally been thought of as behavioral consequences linked with
overconsumption of high caloric foods. However, my work and many others suggest there is a
genetic basis to increased fat storage. In the era of whole-genome sequencing, biologists can and
should take an integrative approach to identify and functionally validate alleles associated with
human obesity. Populations across the globe need to be assayed to identify as many alleles as
possible and the physiological consequences of allelic combinations. The genetic predispositions
for individuals may be more extreme, or less dependent on how many alleles they possess that
contribute to increased fat storage.
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It is my goal to use my integrative techniques to understand the connections between
variation in the human genome with the variation in human physiology. The breadth of human
biology research available to both the public and researchers is unprecedented. However, many
researchers are focused on very specific questions and are not drawing connections from all the
data available. I strongly think the answer to many questions is through an integrative biology
approach. Using integrative techniques can directly associate biological differences observed
between individuals and populations. Integrative biology can further be used to create a
personalized platform for health & nutrition, fitness and the overall healthcare industry.
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